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According to Durham and be sponsoring Mr. Football again
Pam Davis, Student Union business this year on the grassy area next to
manager, approximately 300 the Quad.
"We did this last year. It's
Wright Slate students outside vendors were called to come
like the sumo competition but
new and old will have an to campus.
"The
outdoor
vendors
students wear an oversized padded
opportunity to get to know each
other and members ofthe un i versity represented on campus range from football player uniform instead. It
community through this year's paging companies, Kinkos. Office will be free of cost to try and small
annual Welcome Week festivities. Depot. Cincinnati Bell. GTE bleachers will be set up next to the
"This is a great chance for Wireless, massage parlors, martial little footballfieldso everyone can
freshman and all residents to meet art studios, and the Dayton Daily watch." said Eric Corbitt,
and have a good time," said Amy News. Some will be selling but Recreation Coordinator. IntramurM
McEldowney president of most will be doing promotions." Sports.
An addition to Welcome
Residential
Community said Davis.
Campus Recreation will Week events is a raffle sponsored
Association.
"There's no theme to this
years festivities, we simply want to
reach out to students and welcome
them," said Martha ArmstrongBenjamin, assistant director of
Leadership Initiatives for Student
Life.
Welcome Week begins
with the checking in of students at
the resident halls on September 14.
During Welcome Week
numerous events arc occurring
including a Pepsi Truck on
September 14 supplying free Pepsi
courtesy of Union Activities Board
and Student Government; Boogie
on the Bricks, a dance with free
food, a D.J., and local band the
Spoo Monkeys on September 14 at
7 p.m. on the Quad; Retro Bingo,
and apartments over by sixteen
on the Hamilton Hall Lawn and 3y Katherine L. Gutwein
people according to Dan Bertsos,
sponsored by the Office of Student : or The Guardian
director of Residence Services.
Life on September 16 at 3 p.m.; a
'To put it simply we are
drive-in movie. Dazed & Confused,
Wright State University
full. We have sixteen students
sponsored by UAB, RCA. and The s experiencing growth in
Guardian, located under the water lousing and programs with
Freshman; Where are they from?
tower by Forest Lane apartments he new freshman class
on September 16 at dusk; and Just :ntering. this fall "We are Clarfc'
Say "Hi," a chance for stud-nts to
xpecting the largest w.im,
meet members of faculty and heads reshman class in some
of organizations on campus, on ime," said Jeanne Fraker,
Oitiei On® COUISWS
September 18 at 6:30 p.m. on the iirector of University
Quad. Also. Welcome Week will Division.
be marked by several appearances
"For the second
<
by WWSU, Wright State's own
'ear, enrollment is up after
radio station.
i four orfiveyear decline,"
Fall Fest wraps up the ;aid Dr. Abrahamowicz,
week of events on Friday ^--president for Student
living in Studio Plus across from
September 18.
\ffairs and Enrollment.
"At Fall Fest there will be
"I think we made better the school until room opens up
numerous booths consisting of
ecruiting efforts :his year, here." said Bertsos.
Those students are added
information, demonstration, and specially in regard to students in
the selling of products by on :ampus
lousing."
said to the 82 who arc living in
temporary housing.
campus organizations and outside Abrahamowicz.
"Over the summer we
vendors," said Kelli Durham,
The demand for housing
convened
some of the floorlounges
president of UAB,
>n campus has put residential halls
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
News Editor

by Student Life.
"Student
Life
is
sponsoring a Top 10 contest as a
part of Welcome Week; a raffle.
Any student who attends 10
Welcome Week events and brings
a validation card from the events
will be eligible to enter." said
Armstrong-Benjamin.
Prizes will be given out
through the raffle, including a S100
gift certificate from Target, two
S25 gift certificates, and WSU
Bookstore clothing prizes.
"Anyone who attends ten
events and registers in the raffle
w ill win a coupon for 20% off any
clothing gift from the Bookstore."
said Armstrong-Benjamin.

Housing Grows with 98' Freshman
into rooms to accommodate the
number of students living on
campus. We even added another
18 spaces to what we had there
originally," said Bertsos.
At
this
time the office of
residence services is
not sure how long it
might take for
regular spaces to
open UD.
" W e
worked hard to
identify people who
might be no-shows
on move in day in
advance. Since
there will not be as many people
moving out during the quarter as
there usually are, it could take
longer for temporary housing to
empty. It could be October before
we know how long the process
will take." said Bertsos.
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Rock Rolls to New Location
By Katherine L. Gutwein
For The Guardian
The traditional rock,
originally in front of campus, has
been moved toward the dorms at
the intersection of Springwood
Lane and University Boulevard.
"It was in planning for about
a year. The phase of the Master
Plan we were working on
involved the area on Colonel
Glenn where the rock was and
we knew it would n«;cd to be
moved," said Vicki Davidson,
assistant vicc-president of
Facilities,
Planning and
Management.
According to Davidson,
WSU wanted to find out who
used the rock the most and then
decide what would be the best
thing to do u ith it.
I was approached by Dr.
Abrahamowicz over the summer
and asked to speak with Greek
students on how they felt about
the rock. I was under the
impression at first that the school
was going to simply destroy it.
Dr. Abrahamowicz thought it was
important for the students to have
a say," said Gary Dickstein,
assistant director for Judicial
Affairs and Greek life.
"We talked 10 students in the
Greek organizations and in
student government and were told
that they wanted it moved to a
place that would be highly
visible," said Davidson.

"Chris Eilcrtnan. former
Union
Activities
Board
president, and I talked with Vicki
Davidson in late May or early
June and discussed a number of
locations for the rock, mostly
along University Boulevard. Our
ideas were not going to be
feasible, though, since the next
phases of the Master Plan involve

Pickett, president of Beta Theta
Pi and chief justice of GAC.
The new location and timing
of the move have gotten mixed
reactions, due to students
opinions on why the rock was
moved and that it ended up on the
wrong side of the intersection.
"The school didn't want it
out in front, they found a survey

was finally agreed upon, but
according to Raftcry, it was
decided over the summer when
no one was here.
"I think some students
thought there wasn't any student
input because they couldn't see
it," said Raftery.
The feeling of being left out
of the decision process was
increased when
:hc rock was put
[on the corner
idjacent to Lot
[7, instead of
icross
the

•treet.

those areas," said Todd Koehn,
vice-president of Student
Government,"
"We discussed various
possibilities.
but
our
recommendation was to put it by
the softball fields at the Student
Union entrance," said Donald

about how so many freshman
chose a college based on the first
impression. They didn't really
care where the rock was moved
to," said Jared Raftcry, Student
Government president.
The corner of University
Boulevard and Springwood Lane

" T h e
mpany who
aved the rock
|was
not
contracted to do
so. it wa.>
voluntary.
They put it on
[the wrong side
>f the road, but
;aid they won't
Imove it again
unless they arc
contracted and
[will get paid. 1
thought that
another corner would have been
better because the rock would be
more visible. Right now it's
surrounded by trees." said
Raftery. "The general contractor
on the job is S.E. Johnson. They
or one of their sub-contractors
would have moved the rock. They

moved it voluntarily, but I think
did so before they had gotten
word of Jared wanting it on
another side of the intersection."
said Davidson.
"I had no idea the rock would
be moved so soon; I guess we
didn't get back with someone in
time." said Dickstein.
Also. Dickstein said the
Greek
students
were
disappointed because they did not
want to move the rock off of
Colonel Glenn Highway.They
got the feeling that it was not part
of the decor the university wanted
people to see on Colonel Glenn.
"Thai's where the students
wanted it. It's just something that
has always been there and has
been a sign of student life on this
campus," said Dickstein.
"I think the administration
moved it because they didn't want
it to be the first thing people see.
They keep getting rid of things.
May Daze for instance, and now

See "Rock" p.9

CAMPUS CALENDAR
If your organization would
like its meetings and
events placed in The
Guardian's calendar,

Campus Calendai Campus Crime Report
Wednesday, Sept.16
• Student Life open house and
continental breakfast from 9
a.m.-10:30 p.m. in W034
Student Union.
College of Engineering &
Computer Sciences Carnival
sponsored by the College of
Engineering & Computer
Sciences from I la.m.-I p.m. in
Russ Engineering Center
Lobby.
University Convocation at 3
in. in the Multi-Purpose
Room of the Student Union.
1
Drive In (Sit ini Movie under
he Water Tower at Dusk,
sponsored by RCA. UAB and
The Guardian.
Thursday, Sept. 17
Commuter Appreciation Days
sponsored by Student Life, at
10 a.m. in the Student Union
Atrium.
Pick-Up Football on the Quad

sponsored by Beta Theta Pi and
Phi sigma Phi from Noonp.m..
• Just Say "Hi." sponsored by
UAB. ICC. Phi Beta Sigma
and SG at 6:30 p.m. on the
Quad.
Friday, Sept.IK
• Fall Fcst from I0a.m.-4p.m
on the Quad.
• Fall '98 Urban Fashion Show
sponsored by UAB. Phi Bet:
Sigma, and SG. at 7 p.m. in thi
Student Union Multipurposi
Room.
Saturday, .Sept.19
• Residence Hall Opening
Events, spon .ored by Wood;
and Hamilton Hall Living.
Learning Center. All rcsiden
hall communities will hav<
events from 9 p.m.-! a.m..
Tuesday, Sept.22
• Bclinga Reception at 4 p.m
in the Formal Lounge.

ARSON/RELATED
OFFENSES
Aug.19: A Village resident
reported tires cut on a car parked in
the Village parking lot.
Aug.26: A Woods resident reported
the theft of adry-erase memo board
valued at S10 from Hawthorn Hall.
ATTEMPTED
MOTOR
VEHICLE THEFT:
Aug.20: A Fairborn resident
reported the attempted break-in of
a car in Lot I.
LIQUOR OFFENSES
Sept.7: A Forest Lane resident was
cilcd for open container underage
consumption of alcohol in front of
Sequoia Hall.
LARCENY/THEFT
Aug. 19: A Beavercrcek resident
reported the theft of five credit
cards, a MAC card, SiOO. and a
drivers license valued at $ 121 total
from a car parked in Lot 7.
Aug.20: A Jamestown resident
reported the theft of a microwave/
refrigerator combo valued at S4(K)

from Hamilton Hall.
Septl: A Dayton resident reported
the theft of S227.79 from Oelman
Hall.
Sept.8: A Beavercrcek resident
reported the theft of a Sony CD car
stereo valued at S400 from a car at
Lot 4.
Sept.8: A Kettering resident
reported the theft of a Pioneer stereo
and detachable face valued at $350
from a car in Lot 12.
OFFENSE
AGAINST
JUSTICE/OFFENSE
OF
PUBLIC PEACE
\ug.l2: A Dayton resident was
arrested forobstructmg justice, and
for having an active warrant at the
intersection ot Uc Drive and
University Boulevard.
Aug.31: A Dayton resident was
taken into custody and transported
to Fairborn City Jail for charges of
disorderly conduct by intoxication,
resisting arrest, and obstructing
official business.
Sept.6: A Dayton residenl was

(topped by WSU Police and fled
on foot and was cited with
obstructing official business and
not wearing a seat belt.
Sept8: A (ire alarm was set off by
athree year old juvenile by mistake
and public safety was called to
investigate.
ROBBERY/BURGLARY/
TRESPASSING
Aug.7: A Springfield resident
reported the attempted theft of items
in a trailor and damage to a lock on
the trailer at Nutter Center Access
Road.
SERVING AN OUTSTANDING
WARRANT
Sept.9: An outstanding warrant for
Failure to Appear was served by
the WSU Police Department to an
Indianapolis, Indiana resident.
WANTED
Sept.7: A Trotwood resident was
taken into custody for a warrant for
Passing Bad Checks after asking
for directions on the comer of Loop
Rd. and Center Rd.
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Students face tuition increase
By MATT DALEY
For The Guardian
Wright State University
students at the main campus and
the Lake Campus in Celina will
face tuition and fee increases for
the 1998-99 academic year.
The WSU Board of Trustees
approved the measure at their June
5 meeting, the last of the 1997-98
school year. Beginning Sept. 16,
the start of fall quarter,
undergraduate tuition and fees will
increase six percent at the main
campus. At the Lake Campus,
tuition and fees for undergraduates
will rise three percent. Full-time
graduate students on both
campuses w?ll pay even more, as
tuition and fees were hiked nine
percent for them.
"Actual tuition only rose five
percent
(for
WSU
undergraduates)," said Barry
Johnson, assistant vice president
for Communications and
Marketing. "The other one percent
was for technology fees. We need
money to operate the university,
and we iust don't get that much
from state subsidies."
For full-time resident
st idents, the six percent increase
means a 74 dollar hi ke of tuition to

money will go ID help technology
enhancement in the residence halls
and apartments, as well as on

and undergraduate scholarships."
said Johnson.
Graduate students at the main
campus, facing a nine
percent increase, will pay
$1703 and $3013 for
residents and out of state
students, respectively.
On
the
Lake
Campus, fees will be
$ 1122 for full-time,
resident undergraduates
and $2432 for full-time
non-Ohio students.
Graduate
students
attending Lake Campus
full-time will have to pay
$1569 and $2879,
respectively. "The WSU
Board of Trustees has a
$1310 per
quarter. Out of state
policy that seeks to keep
undergrads pay double the tuition
WSU's tuition costs in
and fees that residents do, which
the mid-range of charges
means that their fees will be $2620
at Ohio's four-year public
per quarter. Wright State expects
universitics,"
said
the increases to generate $3.3
Johnson.
million for the university over the
Of Ohio's 13 public
institutions. Wright State
next year.
According to Johnson, the new
ranks seventh in tuition.
funds will be used to enhance
"I think with the kind
technology, increase financial aid
of education we offer
for students, and pay salaries and
campus.
students, and 1 think when you
benefits for the faculty and staff.
"Financial aid recipients will combine the cost of it. it is a
Johnson says that residents will benefit because this will give more bargain." Johnson said.
benefit because some of the extra money to the graduate fellowships

VURSAR
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Polk named director of Public Safety
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
Naws Editor
Wright State University has
named Simone G. Polk director
of Public Safety. Polk has been
with WSU since February of
1997.
"Simone Polk's educational
background in law and
administration combined with
herextensive experience in safety
and police work in the collegiate
environment defined her as
uniquely qualified for this
position,"
said
Dan
Abrahamowicz, vice president
for Student Affairs. "In the year
and a half Simone has been at
Wright State, I have been
particularly impressed by her
work ethic and her commitment
toquality servicc for the students,
faculty, and staff of the
university."
According to Polk, the
mission of the department of
Public Safety is to ensure that the
campus community is a safe place
for students, faculty and staff to

live, learn and work. She is also
an advocate of the community
and th<
police
working
together
campus
"By
employing
immunity
i

.1

'

police
strategies, Sp J g |
l i k e •rSagl'
bicycle

> -

TT

iifc

delm

involved
the
•!.il
population
we can provide a safer campus
and community for Wright
State," said Polk.
While students have had the

opportunity to utilize the campus
escort system SAFE for some
nount of
'fcjl ' ' m e n o w vjjH t
p a t r o l

Defense (RAD).
"RAD. will be offered in
October and will consist of fourfour week sessions for female
students, staff, and members of
the community. There will be
sign-ups when it comes closer to
came
the program date. The sessions
existence at will be taught by Officer Dawn
Hollar, a certified RAD
beginning instructor. A minimal fee will be
' '* of
June, charged." said Polk.
"Currently
The campus crime watch
program will involve students
1-^ - ^ 1 1 #
four officers who have an interest in helping
on
bike to keep the campus and
patrol.They surrounding area safe. They will
work on keeping a look out for
c e r t i f i e d suspi ious activity and help in
officers
the funding of presenting crime
^F/.
we hope to prevention programs on campus.
"I look forward to a very
jijf additional positive and challenging year and
v
,. • o
am very excited about being the
'Wrnii" s
soon." said new director." said Polk. "1 look
Polk. Other forward to working with the
plans to come into effect for the campus community."
upcoming school year are the start
For more information on
of a campus crime watch and a Public Safety SAFE, or RAD call
program called Rape Aggression (937) 775-2056.

Commuter
Lounge
Opens
3y MICHAEL D. PITMAN
For The Guardian
Commuters now have a p'.act
o call their own with the opening
>f the new Wright State University
:ommuter lounge
While on-campus resident:
lave the opportunity to relax ii
heir hall lounges, starting Sep
ember 16, commuters will have;
>lacc to do the "Same. Included ii
his lounge will be a big screer
elevision, furniture, microwave
mllctin boards (orcampus notices)
ind a coffee pot that will be oi
rom open until close.
The lounge will be located neai
he Student Life office (W034)
•ollow the arrows that will hi
>osted there, they will lead voi
lirectltly to the lounge (W039)
I"hc hours for the lounge will tx
rom 7:30 a.m. until 5:00p.m.
vlondayth rough Friday. On Tueslay and Wednesday, the loungt
lours will be extended unti
7:00p.m..
Commuter services have onh
wen active at Wright State for abou
>ne year. Gerry Petrak, assistan
lirector of Student Life investi
;ated the idea to expand the ser
/ices for the commuter students b>
ooking at different commuter pro
•rams at other universities and col
eges, such as Maryland and To
cdo. Petrak wants to develop ant
ixpand the commuter services inn
u> established program as wit!
>ther universities and colleges.
"Maryland has just celebratec
!5 years of commuter services,"
;aid Petrak.
During the first few weeKs
'etrak said that there will be sign:
ip for the students so they cat
ocate the lounge. She and he
issistant, Tom Sweeney, will try tt
lave hanging signs to lead student:
n the right direction.
"If it is found that expandinj
he hours is needed, then we wil
iccommodate the students," sail
'etrak.
Any suggestions arc welcomt
ind there will be a suggestion box
f the demand for a certain item o
ictivity is evident, then it will tx
esearched. "This is their (com
nuter students) home away fron
tome," said Petrak,.
If you have any questions o
iuggestions, call Petrak. at (937
775-5570.
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Master plan continues through summer
should lie able to move into it,"
said Tim Thoroughman. University
Engineer.
An addition to Ihe Master
While some studenis
it tended c lasses and others c njoyed Plan was the tunnel built this
summer vacation. WSU's campus summer connecting Ihc new
mdurcd phases II and III of ihc academic building to the medical
science building.
tlasier Plan.
"A challenge this summer has
According to the WSU web page.
'Ihe Master Plan is a multi-phase been the tunnel from the new
building
to ihe Medical Science
iroject thai will set the ground work
or making our campus more building. It is approximately 340
iiviting to potential students. feet long. Before Ihis tunnel was
Faculty, and staff, as well as make built, if you were to use the tunnels
t more user friendly for the entire to go from the new building to the
iniversity
:ommunity."
Many
hings have
c n
tappening
oncerning
-onstruction
iver
the
iummer.
"We're
expecting
h
e
^instruction
jf the new
>uilding to
>
c
omplelcd
>n January 1, 1997. At the end of MS building it would have involved
:
ebruary, faculty and students traveling from the Academic
3y HEATHER M. BIC.HARA
"Jews Editor

building toRikc lo Ally n loOelman
to Biological Scicnce and then to
the
MS,
approximately
1400ft," said
Thououghman.
"When the
original bids
were given to
us
by
contractors
they overbid,
so we had
money left for
this project."

of campus from Lot 4." said Mike
Schulze. University Planner. "With

In addition to this, a low entry wal!
was put in across Center Road, ant
a
bike
pad
connecting the
Nutter Cente
more to the core ol
campus was a!s<
added.
"Par
of the Master Plat
was to hav
defined ways o
knowing whet
you enter campus
The entry wal
across Center Rt
Another
is so that wher
project
you pass througl
was the
you know you'n
phasing out of Lots 14 and the removal of these lots, students on the core of campus," saic
15
between
Russ arc not going to have to be walking Thoroughman.
Engineering Center and the around the tunnels and around
The next phases have ye
Health Science buildings, buildings to get where they're going to be given a starting date as the
the phase out of Lot 5 in to. there will be paths."
university is awaiting funding fron
front of Ham i 1 ion Hal I, and
According to Schulze and ihe state.
Ihc construction of the Thoroughman, parking should not
"Normally we don't hea
intersection of Center and bcaproblem. "When we completed about funding for a new bi-anniun
Raider Roads.
Lot 4 we added 800 new spaces. until October or November, bu
"Lot 15 and 14 With the removal of Lots 5,14, and I'm sure the right decision will tx
have become the new circle 15 we are only losing 150 spaces," made," said Schulze. " The goal;
an area similar to the quad, said Schulze. The construction at of the Master Plan have absolutely
where students can relax Center and Raider Road involved been met -if you go out to th«
on campus. It provides many projects, mainly the creation faculty dining hall and stand on th<
easier access to the campus core. of a storm basin between the roads
You can walk directly to the core to end erosion in the WSU woods. balcony, it looks amazing."

New building Progress Ways to Beat
Colonel Glenn
Construction
3y MATT DALEY
:
or The Guardian

Students will soon have a new
;itc for classes with the completion
f the new
cademic
uilding.
\ccordingto
s.1 i k e
Schulze. the
Jniversity
tanner,
Wright State
niversity's
e
w

icademic

•uilding will

ipletcd
:in Dec. 31.
1998. The
e
w
uilding.
vhich has not yet been named,
fill house the College of Nursing
nd Health, as well as the
•dministrativc offices.
It has been a year since the
\ u g . 6, I9V7 groundbreaking

touches, such as furniture and paint
will come later. The wet sprini
caused several delays ii
construction. However, they havi
made up for that time during thi
summer. In fact. th>
Dec. 31 completioi
date will be tw<
months ahead of thi
date original!)
planned. Feb. 28
1999. According u
Schulze, the double
wing atrium in thi
center of th<
building and tin
skylights have beet
completed as well.
As for the new
name
of
th<
building.
th<
university
wil
likely just name i
after someone wht
"All of the outside brick walls donates money to the university
arc up." Schulze said He Schulze said. He said that the ide;
commented that the biggest thing of naming it after the late WSl
left lo do is to install the dry wall President Harlcy Flack wa>
over the stud walls on the inside of considered, but that it is not likel)
the building. Other finishing to happen.

ceremony. In that time. Hclmig
Liencsch
and
Associates
construction crews have completed
the main infrastructure of the
building.

The start of school and construction
simultaneously may cause traffic
Construction on North Fairfield Rd
ind Colonel Glenn Highway will
*gin on September 17,1998.
)ue to the fact that this intersection
s heavily traveled by Wright State
Jniversity students, it is advised
hat students take alternate routes
o avoid delays.
Vlolorists coming from the north
in 1-675 should either:
exit on Route444(Exit 24) and go
hrough Fairborn past the WPAFB
nain gate to Rt. 844 and follow the
.igns to Wright State or
exit at Grange Hall Road (Exit
16), turn right on Grange Hall and
ieht on Col. Glenn and take Col.

Glenn east back to WSU.
Those coming from the south of
1-675 should:
• take the WSU /North Fairfield
Rd. exit, Rt.844 ( Exit 17), and
follow the signs to WSU instead
of North Fairfield Rd.
Those coming from the south on
North Fairfield Rd. should:
• take Kemp Rd. west (turn left) to
Grange Hall Rd., turn right on
Grange Hall and right on Col.
Glenn. Take Col. Glenn cast to
WSU.
For updated traffic information,
call (937) 775-4789.
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SPARE YOURSELF FROM ONE MORE OF
YOUR FATHER S ';VALUE OF A DOLLAR" SPEECHES.
A n i m p o r t a n t * i e s s o n in c o l l e g e is l e a r n i n g h o w t o l o o k your b e s t w i t h o u t
s p e n d i n g a l o t of m o n e y . A n d c l a s s e s .are h e l d d a i l y at T . J . M a x x .

Tj-mCDft
SEE WHAT'S NEW THIS WEEK

Store nearest campus: In Beavercreek at Beavercreek Towne Center, North Fairfield Rd & New Germany-Trebein Rd or call 1 800-2TJ-MAXX
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Engineering Increase 6% and then some

By MATT DALEY
For The Guardian
In a move similar to those
at other Ohio public institutions.
Wright State University has
created a tuition hike of 15
dollars per credit hour for its
engineering students.
The WSU Board of
Trustees approved the move at
the end of the 1997-98 school
year. It is a move for the better
equipment.
"The main reason for the

W.

increase
was
because
our
c o mp u t e r
equipment
is
outdated.
We
require our own
instructional labs.
and those labs
need
to
be
replaced every
three to four
years." said Tom
Bazzoli, assistant dean of the
College of Engineering and
Computer Science.

e needed to implement a system

that would allow us to replace our old
equipment."
-Tom Bazzoli, assistant dean of CECS
The tuition hike is added
on to the six percent tuition
increase for full-time students,

but the increase is capped at
$100 per student. This means
thatevery full-time engineering

student will be paying SI00 per
quarter more than every other
full-litre undergraduate.
"We needed to implement
a system that would allow us to
replace our old equipment." said
Bazzoli.
He went on to say that
virtually all of the equipment
used by the CECS is outdated.
According to Bazzoli the
tuition is a permanent move,
and the amount of the increase
is not anticipated to rise.

Davenport retires after twenty-eight years
By JOSH COUTS
For The Guardian
Ken Davenport announced his
early retirement from Wright
State University this August after nearly twenty-eight years of
service to the community and
campus.
" The two things that have
always impressed me most about
Ken are liis sense of humor and
his conscientious decisions about
doing what was best [or promoting the university," said David
Darr, director of Financial Aid.
"When you think of Wright State,
you think of Ktfl. He is our ambassador."
Davenport began his career at
Wright State as the assistant dean
of students. He organized freshman orientation and was in chargc
of cultural advising for international students.
After 1971 he spent 5 years as
assistant dean of student activities and then, made his final move
in 1976 when he was named the
director of Undergraduate Admissions.
"The changcs I've seen are
huge, growing from only 300
beds on campus to over 2000.
and the increasing diversity of
our students frorv. the areas out-

Davenport' s more memorable initiatives was the Wright State Information Van. more affectionately known as "the Bus."
"We inherited the van from
the Fells Institute in the early
eighties and decided to decorate
it with school colors and drive it
to shopping centers and in parades. We finally ran out of funding, but it was an effective tool

whiie we used it." said Davenport.
While serving as the Head of
Admissions, Davenport has been
responsible for the recruitment
and admission of over 50,000
Wright State graduates.
"It's obvious that I've had
some impact on Wright State,
with all the recognition that I've
received over the last week and

the outpouring of cards and emails,' said Davenport. "The attention has been truly overwhelming."
"I'm sad to see him go," said
Dan Abrahamowitcz, Vice-President of Student Affairs and Enrollment Services. "He was a
great asset to the Student Affairs
staff and will forever be a part of
the history of the University."

What f s the coolest way
to waste $1,000?
Andrew B.
Brooklyn NY

side of Dayton and the state."
said Davenport.
This year will see a change in
location for Davenport, as he has
agreed to a one-year contract with
the University of South Florida
as temporary director of Admis"ITI go from being in chargc
of a staff of 14 to 42. If I like it
there. I can interview for the permanent position. If I don't. I'm
retired and in Florida," said Davenport.
According to Admissions
staff
members, one
of
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New plans for SG elections
Lansdalc, student elections plan their next year's agenda in
commissioner.
According to Lansdalc. the
The future of WSU elections original thought was to use the
may not involve the use of stu- Wright One cards, but the Cdent validation cards, a point Bord system has been experiof concern and appeal in elec- encing a number of glitches.
tions over the past years. The The university is currently
problem has always been how looking into replacing it with
to ensure that students only another system.
"We are currently acceptvoted once despite the multiple
days of voting and often four ing proposals for a new university-wide system," said Art
voting locations.
New ways to secure voting Neff, director of Materials
that are being looked into by Management and Contract Serthe Student Elections Commis- vices.
For this school year, the
sion include the use of the
university's web site. Raider elections for president and viceExpress, and the C-Bord sys- president of the student body
tem currently used by the have now been pushed back
until the beginning of Spring
Wright One cards.
According
to
"Raider Express is being Quarter.
pushed the most Hccause it is Lansdalc. the reason for the
so convenient, has 47 open change of date was the inabillines, and over 80% of the stu- ity of candidates to have a firm
dent body uses it. We're at a grasp on their plans for the comStudent elections
s t a n d s t i l l , though, with ing school year among other
commissioner, Jason
Telecom Services due to time reasons.
"People just aren't ready to Lansdale.
c o n s t r a i n t s . " said Jason
By JOSH COUTS
For The Guardian
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Student Union, Multipurpose Room
9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. Engineering, Math, Computing, & Sciences
1:00 p.m.-3:30 p.m. Business, Human Services, & Liberal Arts

ry. The later you go, the
better chances will
be to have a full ballot for the assembly
positions as well as
more candidates for
the president and
vice-president."
said Lansdalc.
The
Student
Election Commission is also looking
for a third commissioner and an alternate to help run the
current year's elections and to possibly take over the position of chair of the
commission for next
year. The position
of chair and the representative positions hold a half stipend payroll. A full
stipend is equal to
urrent undergraduate full-time
uition.

"We're really looking for a
freshman or sophomore who
has the initiative to get involved
this year so they can feel comfortable running it next year."
said Lansdale.
Elections for School of Professional Psychology representative and University Division
representative will be held on
October 28 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
"There's nothing new with
these elections." said Student
Election Commission Chair Jason Lansdalc. "Each of the candidates will need to complete
an election packet to get their
names on the ballot, and writeins will be accepted at the election booths. Students will still
need to have their current quarter validation cards to vote."
If you arc interested in applying for the open positions,
please submit a cover letter and
resume to the office of Student
Life in W034 Student Union or
call (937) 775-5575.

If you see
> o^campuSi/or have a
tip, contact Heather at 775^5538.

'1999 MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT
Olfjiciol P'idUMM&uf.
TtUte USrf "pcuf c&ttt
NO PERFORMING TAIENT REQUIRE
If vou -lie an applicant who
qualifier and arc between ihc ages ol
18 and 27 by February t. 1999. never
married and ai leasi a si* month rev
deni ot Ohio. thus college students
arc eligible, you could be Ohio's
reprcsenative at the CBS nationally
televised MISS USA PAGEANT in
February. !.ast Year. MISS USA
competed for ov er $200,000 in cash
and prizes. The 1999 Ohio USA
pageant will h. held at the Radisson
Airport Hotel in Columbus. Ohio on
November 21 and 22. 1998. The new
CYNTHIA MADDEN
Miss Ohio USA. along with her expense
paid trip to compete in the CBS-natiotilly televised MISS USA PAGEANT will
receive over SI .000 in cash among her prizes. All Ladies interseted in
October
.1. 1998.
competing for the title must respond by mail....
LETTE8S MOST tClllBE A RECENT SNAPSHOT. A BRIEF BIOGRAPHY.
ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. WRITE TO: 1999MISS OHIO USA PABEANT
PABIAHTHIABQUAHMP.S - OCPTCA • 34710C0STAVIUM mSHIHBTOH. PA
15301 PABtAMT OfTIClPHOHt HUMBIH 724-225-5343.
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'A Carvern Production'
Celebrating Over 25 Years Of
•Pageantry With A Purpose'
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SG...The year to come

" R o c k " continued
from p.2

for a more concise listing of campus of events held after the normal hour*
events to be placed next to each of campus shuttle service. We only
campus call box in the residence have to pay twenty dollars per houi
Finally it calls for for service after normal workinj
ared Raftery has been working all halls.
iummer in the Student Government transportation to and from campus hours," said Raftery.
The final location of the rock ha:
>ffice, preparing to take on his role events.
"Anything that would help promote also been a concern to Studcn
is president of the student body.
'The degree of my excitement activities is a fine idea," said Government this summer. Vicky
Davidson, assistant vice
:annot even be put into words.
president of Facilities Planning
P/hat we're going to try to do this
and
Management, had beer
^ear is what this school has
working with the university
iching for. If we can
community tofinda new locatior
:ven half of what we're working
for the traditional rock.
>n, the student body will benefit
"We suggested a number o:
mmensely and SG will be
locations, including the cornet
itronger down the road." said
of University Boulevard anc
laftery
Springwood Lane, where they
fhe f rst proposal has already been
orwarded to president Goldenbcrg Abrahamowicz. "I've referred eventually placed it. It is closer ti
ind vice-president of Student Jared and Todd to Physical Plant the heart of campus and would sei
-\ffairs and Enrollment Services and Vicky Davidson to start more university traffic," sai(
working on designing the triosks." Raftery.
)an Abrahamowicz's offices,
t involves trying to increase the "The current shuttle service gets Student Government still need:
nvol vement of the student body in you to the games and concerts, but individuals to sit on university
often strands students without committees and represent studcn
:ampus events.
Die proposal calls for three new transportation later after the end of opinions on dining services
>osting iriosks to be built at the the event. Our idea is based closely parking, and more.
:ampus end of the College Park on the model currently ran by the To volunteer, visit the SG office ir
'ridge, on the Quad, and between University of Toledo. Costs per W025 Student Union or call (937
Mlyn and Rike halls. It also calls quarter will be based on the number 775-5508.

this. It's kind of disappointing
since the rock was one of the
only traditions at WSU," said
Pickclt.
While the initial reactions
were negative, the unfavorable
opinion of the new location seems
to be changing as students get
used to where the rock is.
"I think the move will be
better for us. It's good for the
dorms, the on-campus students
can see it and maybe feel more
connected to what happens here.
Hopefully it will be seen by more
people going to classes and can
boost school spirit," said Ed
Staudt, president of Phi Sigma
Phi.
"Our intention was to keep
the rock on Colonel Glenn, but
where it's at now is an excellent
place. The students coming in
from the back will get to see it,
not everyone comes in from the
front of the campus," said a
former GAC officer who wished
to remain unnamed while in
silence during RUSH.
Kochn feel that while some

3y JOSH COUTS
:
or The Guardian

may be frustrated, the location is
not bad.
"It may be on the wrong
corner, but. it is still visible and
accessible to the students that
use it. It has probably been
painted over 20 times in the last
week. I think the rock will be
fine where it is," said Koehn.
Dickstein said that now he
feels the school just needed to do
a better job of contacting
students.
"I don't think WSU set out
to not get student input, but it
was not done ideally. They should
have held a meeting before school
was out to tell students the plans,
educate them and ask for thier
opinion," said Dickstein.
"Having the rock by the
dorms is better than not having it
at all. Hut part of the charm of the
rock was that everyone could see
it, not just the students," said a
National Pan-Hellenic Council
member who remains unnamed
due to being in silence during
RUSH.
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Satt your semester offrightand make Kinko's your resource, day or night, for great
products and services, like black & white copies and in-storc computer rental.
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• Pull-color copies
i Resume senices

» Internet Access
• Digital color output directly from
your disktoour color printers
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24:7 acts for health awareness
By Katherine L. Gutwein
For The Guardian
Wright Stale University's
Peer2Peer is evolving this year with
the creation of aperformance group
called 24:7 which hopes to better
communicate health issues
awareness.
"It came out of my
brainstorming ideas. Last year I
worked on the promotional staff
and in the office and thought that
sometimes it was hard to figure out
what Peer2Pcer was all about. I
was part of a youth theater troupe
in Cleveland that dealt with similar
issues and thought that maybe that
would be a good way to reach
people," said Shaun Tubbs,
I eer2Peer coordinator and
sophomore theater major.
'Peer2Peer has been a group
of student health educators who
promote awareness of sexual,
alcohol, drug, and wellness issues
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MClN

through the use of things like the next year or so we will phase it
games, lectures, and videos as our into the 24:7 health educators and
the theater troupe will be
format. We experimented with
the biggest pan of that."
theater last year and it was well
said Tubbs. "The
received by the participants and
V
name will also be
audience so we're
better for what we
excited about
do.
The
what Shaun
decisions that
wants to do.
you
make
He has at
about these
vision for the
issues are
s tude
all the
theater
time,
component of
I
every
peer
health
day.
This
education," said
will remind
Amy Sues, assistant
of
people
director of Student
that."
Life.
Tubbs
also
has
plans
According
for 24:7 to work with many other
Tubbs and Sues the 24:7
troupe will become the main focus groups and events on cafiipus.
"I plan on working with
of Peer2Peer and will eventually
replace the existing organization. Psychological Services and
"Right now 24:7 is in Campus Recreation for health and
conjunction with Pcer2Pccr, but in wellness issues. Since I am a
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Community Advisor I'm hoping to
do some programs in the residence
halls. I'd like to do things for other
groups on campus as well, peer
training and things like that," said
Tubbs.
Plans for events such as
Alcohol Awareness Week. AIDS
Memorial Day and a health race
for charity in the spring arc
presently in progress.
Tubbs also is in the process of
looking for fellow students to help
w;.h all these programs.
"Students can join at any time
and in two ways. They can go
through Amy Sues and sign up for
it as a section of COM 130 and get
a credit for it if they meet
requirements that we determine.
People can also become members
and receive volunteer hours for
what they do. Once I have a core
group assembled I want to do some
presentations in the Atrium to show
others what we're doing. They may
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also be able to attend the Bacchus/
Gamma National Conference for
student health offices and
organizations," said Tubbs.
"This is going to be a great
opportunity. The founding
members have a chance to form
this troupe and have a say in it. We
have general ideas of what we want
to do, but can use help with the
specifics," said Sues.
"I want people to know that
this is not your average
organization. It's not just one little
group, we will work with so many
different people that members will
gain experience in several areas,"
said Tubbs.
Anyone interested in 24:7 can
call Sues at (937) 775-5543 or visit
the Office of Student Life in W034
Student Union..
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Shuttles r u n only while classes arc
in session and d u r i n g Finals W e e k .
( N o s h u t d e d u r i n g breaks or
university-observed holidays.)
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Bike Patrol Rides Back to WSU
Patterson Air Force Base for a one
week certification program at the
end of June and we sent one to
Ccnterville last year," Polk
commented.
Police Sergeant Homan said

By MATT DALEY
For The Guardian

Wrighl Stale University's
Department of Public Safety has
re-established a type of police
protection on campus in the form
of a bike patrol. Currently, four
officers, Steve Homan. Matthew
Meyers, Robert Robinson, and Ron
Carper are patrolling the campus
and responding tocalls on bicycles
in conjunction with the vehicle
patrol.
"Once we (Public Safely)
decided to resurrect it (the bike
patrol) as part of our 1998-99goals,
we had to impiement how that
would be done and who would be
on it," said Simone Polk, Director
of Public Safety. "One of the first that the training sessions provided
and primary things we needed to the members with different skills
do was to get our officers certified suchas maneuvering, dismounting,
as police bike officers. We sent how to control possible suspects,
three of those officers to Wright- andendurance. Officers had to train
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patrol will bring officers closer to
the community in which they serve.
The bikes can go into places in the
residence community that the
vehicles cannot, and in turn,
residents become more interested.
The program has already been in
force for two months. After June
29, all four officers were certified
and Public Safety purchased their
uniforms and equipped their bikes.
By JOSH COUTS
Polk also said. "These officers
For The Guardian
have the same duties as they would
on vehicle or foot patrol. They
The residents of on campu;
respond to incident calls on campus.
They respond to service calls on lousing are having to set a new
campus, and in addition to that, standard this year, a floor standard
they are in residence communities loor standards are the agreements
nade by theresidentsin a given are;
and on the main campus."
:oncerning how they will relate tt
The new bike patrol will
increase safety on campus, because tnd treat each other.
"Residents were expecting staf
officers are now able to be in places
that they would not have been in o control people in thei
;nvironment,
"said Melissa Giles
the past.
Parkland, associate director o
Residence Life. "What resident;
teeded to realize is that people ait
tot material goods to be controllet
iy someone else and that they can'
just 'trade in' their living situation!
f it's not exactly what the;
:xpccted."
The newfloorstandards call foi
esidents to meet together, establish
nutual expectations for their area
ihrough group discussion am
:onsensus, and then uphold eacl
>ther to those standards.
According to the floorsumuard:
nanual, "Floor standards are not
>rocess where rules are made ani
4
hen violators are punished
\greements are made among peopli
vho work together."
Gilcs-Markland also sees ;
>otenlial change in job duty am
loor relationship between th:ommunity advisors and thei
esidents.
"The community advisors role:
vill be changing from builders tc
"acilitators of community," sak
jiles-Markland. "They will be doinj
nore staff-orientated program,
ibout once a week to enable then
nore time to just be with thei
esidents and get to know them am
Highly Trained
heir problems better. More of ;
•Professional and Courteous
juality versus quantity issue."
Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
Floor standards are not a new
Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
roncept. In fact, Wright State'
nodel
is based closely on the mode
Residence Community, or Any Other
hat's been in place at UNLV for th*
Facility on Campus
ten years. But just because tin
•Wright State University Police Officers and >ast
nodel is that olddoesn't mean it still
Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
loesn't have it's glitches.
"University of Nevada La:
When S.A.F.E. is not Available
Vegas is still changing their model
;o no model is ever perfect. Wt
cnew that the old model wasn'
vorking and we found something
new that could work better," sak
biles-Markland.

Presents. . .

CALL 775-
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HALL/SU/
1:25/
2:25
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on bikes for the entire week, riding
on all types of terrain and in all
types of weather. Police officers
need to be certified as officers in
the state of Ohio in order to be
eligible for the
bike
patrol
program.
WS U- s
original bike
patrol disbanded
five years ago.
According to
Homan it was
brought back
because Polk
thought it would
be beneficial and
the necessary
equipment was
already in place. Both Polk and
Homan agreed that one of the main
reasons for the resurrection of the
bike patrol is community
philosophy. Polk said that the bike

MALL FOOD
COURT
2:15
3:15
4:15
5:15
7:15
9:15

•DROP OFF ONLY - NO
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS

New
Standards
for
Campus
Housing

The Department Of Public
Safety Offers Free Safety
Escorts, 24 Hours A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.
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Editor In Chief - Amy Pfyor

One more tradition swept out of
sight
Did anyone notice—they've moved The

M a n a g i n g Editor - Amy Barnes
News Editor - Heather Bishara
S p o t l i g h t Editor - Angelique Campbell

Rock.

You know The Rock. It sat out on Colonel
Glenn, not far from the hell tower. In a bygone era.
Chiet P h o t o g r a p h e r - Mark Mowrey
it marked a roadway into the Russ gravel lot, and
Graphic A r t s Manager - Thomas Poole
stood out as the defining promontory of this
A d v e r t i s i n g Manager - Jamie Allen
university, especially for young people driving past.
A d G r a p h i c s Manager - Sebastian Nester
P r o d u c t i o n A s s i s t a n t - Holly Blakely
Now. thanks to the Master Plan, it's sitting on the
C i r c u l a t i o n Manager - Shaun Tubbs
;dge of a parking lot. on the opposite side of
campus, half hidden behind a copse of pine trees.
All hail progress.
A d v e r t i s i n g Reps - Thomas Sweeney, Sebastian
Since The Rock no longer marks a
Nester
Staff W r i t e r s driveway, a movement was afoot to remove it from
Staff p h o t o g r a p h e r s - Drew Hedteston.
the front of campus altogether. And. over the
Technology Supervisor- Jason Sanders
Faculty M ent or - Jeff John
summer, this plan was executed, without
Student Media C o o r d i n a t o r - Gerry Pelrak
consideration for the fact that The Rock marks
something else, something potentially far more
important than a roadway.
The Rock is a community tradition at
The r;tuirdtun is primal weekly during the
Wright State, something many feel is sadly lacking
regular school >car. It is published by students ol
Wright Slate University in Dayton, Ohio Editorifrom their college experiences here. Students, in the
als without bylines reflect the majonty opinion of
'he editorial hoard. Views expressed in columns,
dark of night, armed with paint and sealant, leave
sartoons and advertisements are those o f the writers, artists and advertisers.
bright, vivid reminders of what is important to them
The Ouurdiun reserves the right to censor or
reject advertising copy in accordance with any
bravely posted by the side of the road. There is no
present or future advertising acceptance rules established by The Guardian Alt contents con
committee in charge of what goes on The Rock.
tained herein are the express property of The
Guardian. Copyright privik-ges revert to the writThere are no permit forn. It is pure expression,
ers. artists, and photographers of specific works
after publication. The Guardian reserves the nghl
and it deserves to be where the public can see it. It
to reprint works in future issues
C iqiHThp fiuam.an
stands as one way the students speak to the larger
Letters to the Editor community. The Rock represents something
•The Guardian encourages letters to
genuine and positive that exists at this university.
the editor and commentary pieces
The past year was one of great upheaval.
from students, faculty,
Rowdy Raider fell to the wolf, our motto was
administrators and stafT
changed (rendering many T-shirts worthless), and
•Letters should be typed, have the
the grounds shifted from green to pavement and
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
back again unexpectedly.
applicable)
A word to the planners—The Rock is ours,
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
uniquely ours. Please be respectful of those you
the Friday prccecding the next issue
serve and let our traditions stand.
•Letters should be kept to 500 words or

JAMITOTS
CLOSET

O p i n i o n s Editor • Angelle Hanay
S p o r t s Editor -David Biddle

fewer
•All letters are subject to editing for
space and content
•Letters which duplicate others may be
omitted
•When responding to another letter.
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
E-mail to
005ash@discover.wright.edu
(guardian Phone Numbers
Advertising- 775-5537
Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
Editor in Chief - 775-5540
Sports / Features- 775-5536
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A new way to talk amongst ourselves

"free-speech.com" makes its debut
Sitting in a
computer lab. late at
night? Bored at home
and want somebody to
talkto? Talk to us and
each other in a strange
and marvelous
| marriage of the
network and the
newspaper.
The Guardian
is pleased to

announce a new feature in the she;!d say "Op-ed" in fee
Op-Ed section. Starting Fall of subject line, and contain the
author's name and major, if
1998, The Guardian will
applicable. The Guardian as
accept short comments via email for a new column, entitled always reserves the right to
exercise discretion regarding
free-speech.com. Students,
relevance and suitability of
faculty and staff are invited to
suject matter.
submit their thoughts, in fifty
Space will be another
words or less, to the Op-Ed
limitation, but everyone is
editor's account at:
encouraged
to exercise his or
s005ash @ discover, wrighl. edu.
her First Amendment in the
All submissions

ether of cyberspace and see it
on the printed page.
This column will be in
addition to Raider Voices and
is intended to provide a
broader cross section of
student opinions.
free-speech com is fo
the Wright State community.
Hopefully, we can get to know
one another that much better,
and make each other think.

p

OP-ED

wtuNtsaar. SCPTIMBIR IB. 1998 mEBua/iauM

Achieving success in the 21st century
A guest commentary from our president

With the new millcnium just around the corner, what skill sets will students and graduates need to achieve peak performance? A strong
foundation to sharpen critical thinking and communication skills and increase understanding of the world and cultivate ethical awareness is
essential; these are the goals of Wright State's general education program. Although these goals arc timeless, the skills they provide will be
particularly important in the next century.
Consider that in 2000, little more than a year away, information technology wiil expand the number of Internet users from 60 million
to one billion. One of President Clintons debate coaches, who is probably now working overtime, remarked that we receive more information
in one day than Thomas Jefferson received in a lifetime. Critical thinking and communication skills will be increasingly important in a world
producing gigabytes of stimulus overload.
Expanding world networks will also help to make us more interdependent, more like the -roverbial global village. By the middle of the
Kim Guldentorg
next century, with predicted demographic changes, minority groups in this country will become the majority. The ability to understand and
Presidant
communicate with many cultures will become a social, political and economic necessity.
B the middlc of
y
^ n e x l century, we will also benefit from a revolution in biology. Send in the clones—that is the human clones!
Imagine both the benefits to humankind and the enormous ethical issues that will result from genetic cloning. Certain kinds of cancer and heart disease will likely be erased, and the
prospects of significantly increased longevity will loom large on the horizon in the lifetime of today's college students.
These megatrends and others will demand a strong educational foundation for those who want to swim in the mainstream of America's progress. The changes will also
require the ability to work effectively in teams, with an appreciation that diversity of cultures brings a richness in diversity of viewpoints. It is no accident that many of the most
effective students achieve success by creating or finding opportunities to study in groups, joining organizations, and participating in sports activities where they can be pan of a
It is through team building and perservcrance that many of our students and graduates have achieved national honors. For example. Wright State grad Marilyn S.
McCauley became one of 1990's Top Ten Business Women in America. James Lewelly was a gold medal winner on the U. S. Wheelchair Olympic Team, and Erik Bork won an
Emmy Award for producing From Earth to the Moon. Perservcrance makes a difference one day at a time. In studying, it means effective time on every task; not just reading
assignments, but actively reviewing, summarizing, and questioning as well. With your perservcrance and the learning community at Wright State we know ihat you will be well
prepared to face a rapidly changing and exciting future.

While you were o u t . . .
—

Welcome back to another year at Wright State
University. If you were with us last year, you
might have noticed different numbers on your
bursar's statement than the one's you were
expecting. That's because, over the summer, the
university Board of Trustees instituted another
tuition hike. If you are an incoming freshman, this
is a glimpse of what you're in for. You might also
have noticed that there used to be parking near
By Angelle
Fred White and the Russ center that isn't there
Haney
anymore. And of course The Rock, was relegated
to the rear of the campus like an embarrassing relative.
Perhaps, you say, they increased our fees with the intent to build a parking garage, which
can t be funded with state money. Or maybe the intention is to replace retiring or rousted faculty
members and strengthen programs by attracting nationally known scholars and researchers. Or maybe
even plant the seeds of a football team. But alas, no. Another six percent, even higher than last year, was
deemed proper in order to keep Wright State in the middle price range of public institutions in Ohio.
Maybe, you also suggest, they have taken out inner lots because the decision has been made to
increase the efficiency and convenience of the shuttle system, on a par with other growing universities. Ask
the powers that be about the University of Maryland, and their creative commuter program. And a generous
soul might disingenuously offer the opinion that The Rock was moved to increase its accessibility for those
students with physical disabilities. And, of course, all these decisions were made over the summer so as to
pleasantly surprise us, come fall.

Student U

The above suggestions were, of course, made facetiously. But these would be reasons that students
might welcome disruptions and tuition hikes—if they knew their money was going to something that would make
their lives at this school better. As staff on a s.ipend, every time tuition goes up, the paycheck of everyone here at
The Guardian rises also. This might create the impression that we support these hikes, or at least don't mind them.
But we are students, too, and we would like to know where our money goes. We too v. ant our campus to be
aesthetically pleasing as well as pragmatic.
Maybe, if the extra money was discussed and proven to be for our benefit, and not just a statistical nicety, .
would be open to the idea. Tell us how much it would cost to have what we want, and let us weigh our options, like
adults. Don't sneak it in when most of us are gone and hope we won't notice or complain too much.
Hope everyone had a nice summer.

f

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS FROM CAMPUS
RECREATION AND THE STUDENT UNION!
E009 Student Union
775-5815
www.wright.edu/studsvcs/rec/

The SPORTS CLUB program at Wright State wants YOU to participate in a nuntox)f exciting
activities. For more information stop by the Office of Campus Recreation in E009 of M Student
Union or contact Andrew Corbett at 775-5817.
WZ
OUTDOOR RECREATION
Time
Location
Date
Event
3pm
v-to#S388EI
River s Edge
Canoe Trip
TBA
John
Bryan
10/17-10/18
Camping Outing
5:15pm
Student Union
11/18
Rock Climbing Workshop
ADAPTED RECREATION will once again kick off an exciting yeS- of programming beginning
on Monday, September 21. For a complete list of activities and spccial events, please stop by the
Office of Campus Recreation in E009 of the Student Union or call Andrew Corbett at 775-5817.
FALL FEST on the Quad
Friday. September 18, 10 - 4 pm
•Food *Fun *Freebies *Sumo Football
Army ROTC Rappeling •Poster Sale
•wwsu

W R I G H T STATE UNIVERSITY

CAMPUS

RECREATION

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Captain's
Meeting

Eve
3 ofi 3 Basket^
4 oil 4 Volleyball (

9/28, 5pm
9/28. 5:30pm
9/28.6pm
9/28,6:30pm
9/28.7pm
9/28.7:30pm
NA
NA
NA--,,
10/2,5pm
1pm

:R,WC)

Ouf

Innel
WateV askctb
Flag F
. .
Racquetball (M,W,WC)
Table Tennis (M.W.WC)
Tennis (M.W.WC)
Fantasy Football
Fantasy Basketball

W.7-10p
h, 7-10pm
T. 3-7pm
'It. 8:30-10:30pm
8:30-10:30pm
-Th, 3-7pm
M. 6- 10pm
W, 6-1C
TBA

Location

3 on 3 Basketball Tourney
Triples Volleyball Toumey

Nutter Center
Nutter Center

REC FIT

Entrv

BJebnestoap -i§>aturbap
Qcc. 9 -12 at 7pm
g>unfeap, Qcc. 13 at 5pm
CELEBRATION '99
DEC. 31,1999

UPCOMING SPEC EVENTS
Event

inner

Deadline

Date/Time

9/23.6:30-7pm
9/23.6:30-7prn

9/23, 7-10pm
, 7-10pm

Event

Day

Time

HPR 100 Fitness for the Disabled
Spinning

M.W
M-F

Campus Rec-a-robics

M.W
M-Th

ltness UWter
9-10:15an*f
Jjourt 1
7-8am
^
_ SfiXourt 1
12-lpm
SU Squash Court 1
5-6pm
5:30-6:30pm SU Gym

•jazz
dance
mini-carnival
a touch of sports

storytelling
karaoke
comedy club
bingo

SU Gallery Exhibit:
Wright Brothers Memorabilia
SU Atrium: Wright B Glider

ForticketMormatten, cal the WSU Student
Union Box Office at (887) 775-5544.

I
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College is more than books and chiss
By HEATHER M. BISHARA
and ANGELIQUE
CAMPBELL

information call (937) 775-5554.

Campus Crusade
for Christ

Wright Stale University offers a wide variety of organi
zatioris to get involved
with on campus.
Representing a
wide variety of
interests, these organizations welcome all students
to find out more
about them and to take
the time to get involved
with them.
The following is an overview
of some of the various organizations on campus; for more details
contact the listed numbers and for
a broader list of organizations contact InterClub Council located at
W033 Student Union or call (937)
775-5504.

Campus Crusade for Christ
hosts weekly Bible studies, aspring
retreat, and a week-long Christmas conference in Indiana. They
have weekly meetings on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. in room 163
Student Union called Primetime.
All are welcome to attend.

Operation Mob
Mondays
Newly formed this year.
Operation Mob Mondays is
committed to bringing original,
diverse entertainment to the
Wright State community. Every
Monday, a band, artist, or poet is
brought to the Rathskellar to display or perform. If you arc interested in joining or want to see a
show, call (937)775-5538.

Greek Life
Alpha Xi Delta, Delta Zeta.
Phi Mu, and ZetaTau Alpha arc the
four chapters of the Panhellenic
Council that arc available for
membership on campus.
The three National PanHellenic Council sororities arc Alpha Kappa Alpha.
Sigma Gamma Rho. and Zeta Phi
Beta. These sororities emphasize
community involvement, friendship and academics. For more information on any of the sororities
call (937)775-5560. Rush registration begins today and ends on September 30.
Wright State hosts six fraternities Beta Theta Pi, Beta Phi Omega,
Delta tau Delta, Phi Kappa tau. Phi
Sigma Phi, and Sigma Phi Epsilon.
These fraternities offer the opportunity to become a leader, make
friends and volunteer for the good
of the community. For more information on any of the fraternities,
contact Tom Coy at (937)775-5560.
The Greek office, where you
can stop in and talk to any of the
above organizations, is located at
W015 Student Union.

Student Government
Student Government is the representative voice of the students of
Wright State University. Weekly

Adventurers'
Guild

meetings arc held Friday at 5 p.m. cation and support group for gay,
in El57 Student Union. These lesbian, and bisexual students and
meetings arc open to the public and theirheteroscxual supporters. For
students are encouraged to attend. more information call (937)7755565 or go to their first meeting on
September 17 at 7 p.m. in W047
Student Union.

Union Activities
Board

Black Student
Union

UAB programs various entertainment for the students of Wright
State. UAB offers membership on
several committees including the
BSU strives to create a more
Cultural Arts Committee, Film .omfortable cultural climate for AfCommittee, MembershipCommit- rican-American Students at Wright
tcc. Recreation Committee, Con- State. BSU also works to inform all
certs Committee. Mainstage Com- Wrigh, State students of African
mittee. and Special Events Com- heritage and culture. To become
mittee. For more information about involved in BSU. call (937)775meetings and events call (937)775- 5506 or stop by W03I Student
5500 or stop by WCSiS Student
Union.
Union.
.
, ,
it
•
LCWIDCIQ
UniOtl
LambdaUnionprovidesanedu-

Wright Outdoors
Etc.

WOE is involved with all sorts
outdoor activities including
hiking, backpacking, and
The Adventurers' Guild meets
rockclimbing. Wright Out- every Friday 7p.m.- Midnight to
doors Etc. meets at 7:15 p.m. play Dungeons and Dragons and
in W025 Student Union.
other role playing games. For more
information on the Adventurers'
Guild, contact Laura Vcidmen at
(937)252-0621.

Air Force ROTC

ROTC seeks to train officcrcandidates through campus programs
and instill military discipline
through weekly leadership laboraNew this year is the Gymnastories. ROTC also holds military
ticsClub.This organization is open
events such as Military Balls and
to all interested students, regardDrill Team events. For more inforless of skills or lack thereof. For
mation. call (937)775-2730.
more information contact Amy
Barnes at (937)775-1779.

Gymnastics Club

106.9 WWSU
WWSU is the campus radio
station. Ran by WSU students, the
station exists for provide educational forum to students interested
in careers in radio broadcasting,
and also to allow music lovers
throughout the campus to share
their taste in tunes. The first general meeting will be held on
Wednesday, September 23 at 4 p.m.
in W025 Student Union. For more

The Guardian
The Guardian is an open forum
of dialogue for the university.
Focusing on hard news, sports, entertainment. and commentary. The
Guardian is one of the main sources
of information for the campus community. For more information, contact Amy Pryor at (937)775-5540.
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Tne Good, The Bad and Cameron Diaz
By BRIAN JOG
For The Guardian

Two of the best films also to
my surprise were "The Mask of
Zorro" and "Out of Sight." Anto"Lethal Weapon 4" was afilmI
didn't expect a lot from, especially nio Bandera* has found the perfect
after the shamble thai the third in- role with "Zorro." This film has
great moments of comedy. romance
stallment was. and I was right
~t> Days/ 7 Nights" tried to work and some of the greatest sword
Bogart/Hcpburn magic with play you'll ever sec on screen.
"Out of Sight" based off of
Harrison Ford and Anne Heche,
the Elmore Leonard novel and
which turned out impossible.
One of the most disappointing directed by Steven Soderbugh
films was "Snake Eyes" by ac- is a smart, witty and captivating
claimed director Brian Dc Palma. caper film with George
Technically, it's asuperbfilm.Story Clooncy and Jem
Lopez heating up
wise, it's a real dud.
Well, there's no use crying over the action.
She's a federal
spilt milk. It's time to look at the
agent and he's the
belter films of the past summer.
The summer began in good crook and together incy
fashion with one of the best films find themselves in one screwed
of the year. Director Peter Weir's up situation.
With thisfilmClooncy finally
"The Truman Show" is a gem of a
proves he has the star quality to
movie.
carry
a major film.
The true revelation is Jim
All of these previousfilmslead
Carrey.as heroTrunian Burbank.a
man who discovers his life is not us to Steven Speilberg's towering,
what it seems. Carrey delivers a epic World War II saga, "Saving
fine tuned performance full of hu- Private Ryan."
"SavingPrivate Ryan"hasbeen
mor, intelligence, and well-balanced emotion proving that he can regarded as the first true Oscar

drags, and rock n roll era of the late

7trs.

Another Hollywood summer
has come and gone, leaving in its
wake a lew memorable and many
forgettable films that have gotten
lost in the shuffle of high budgets
and low box office receipts.
People arc sick and tired of
pay ing outrageous ticket prices for
films that continually do nothing
for them.
The special effects a<e always
top-notch. In fact, hundreds of million of dollars are spent on these
films for what, effects alone? The
plot, characters, and originality arc
nowhere to be found.
I'm going to start by getting the
really bad films out of my system,
and boy there were plenty.
The grand prize turkey for the
worst summer film is...(drum roll
please) ... "The Avengers," This
sorry alternative to entertainment
really had no excuse.
With a solid cast (Uma
Thurman, Ralph Ficnnes, and Sean
Connery) and based off of the
popular 1960's television series,
how did it go wrong"* Direction,
pure and simple.
Director Jeremiah Chechick's
vision was boring, convoluted, and
absolutelyridiculous.He blew the
entire $65 million dollar budget on
nothing.
This was the longest
90minutcsofmylife
Next up has to
be the overhyped mess
t h a t
"Godzilla"
turned out
to be. With
Roland
Emmerich,
the director
of the wildly
successful
"Independence Day"
at the helm.
how could this
go wrong?
Thefilmsstar
name-sake is the
most
popularfirebreathing lizard on the
silver screen,being shownin $100
million glory.
I guess I and many others arc
partial to the slow, cheap man in
the Godzilla costume effect that
has worked for so many years.
There were a few more disappointments as well.
"54" starring Mike Myers as
the late Steve Rubell, owner of the
infamous Studio 54 in Manhattan,
tried too hard to depict the sex,

contender of the year .and for good
Thefilmis bold, harrowing and
unrelenting. It assaults the senses
like no other. The battle sequences
are nothing short of brillant. the
best toever be shot on film.
During the first
twenty min-

utcs, the viewer
careened into the
tamous invasion on the
beaches of Normandy while following platoon leader (Tom Hanks)
and his troops. It is both brutally
disgusting in its realistic violence
and beautiful in the sense that

Spielberg is applying a truth not
seen in any film of this kind.
Hanks gives a memorable performance as the platoon leader
guiding his men deep into enemy
territory, risking their lives on a
military public relations mission to
save just one man, a certain Private Ryan (Matt Damon)
whose three older brothers
have all been killed in this
"great" war.
The real stand-out of the
film.however, is Jetemy Davies.
whose character truly experiences
war for the first time.
The scene where he freezes in
fear on the stairwell while his partner struggles for his life upstairs
is easily one of the most agonizing moments in recent cinema.
Well, there you have it. the
summer's films in a nutshell
Now that summer has passed,
we now wait anxiously for the upcoming holiday films.
The Oscar race is about to take
off full steam ahead so make sure
to catch these films before the race
gets too heated

deliver more than just Ace
Ventura's numerous sight gags.
Agents Mulder and Scully made
the jump to the big screen in fine
fashion this past June fortheir wildest adventure yet in "The X-Files;
Fight the Future."
Even fv „ though
the film
part of
a followup to last

chfihangcr,
film
pulled in a
good sized
crowd outside of the
eeklv diehard fans
Okay, it
was the ultimate
popcorn movie,
but I just couldn't
help
getting
hooked
on
"Armcgeddon." I know thisfilmis
completely preposterous and pretentious, but who cares, the film is
way too much fun.
In the same category of guilty
pleasures is the surprise hit of the
summer, "There's Something
About Mary ." If you don't laugh at
this film, you must be dead.
Easily one of the year's funniest films, it contains so many
memorable scenes but due to their
nature they arc all pretty much off
limits to print.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT THIS GUY
IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure
ship potential and helps
is the course description,
you ' a k e o n the ch&land Army ROTC is the
l e n g e of command.
name. It's the one college
There's no obligation
e l e c t i v e that b u i l d s CSSE] until your junior year,
your s e l f - c o n f i d e n c e , | \ j r i so there's no reason not
d e v e l o p s your l e a d e r to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSETODCAN TAKE
For details, visit 328 Fawcctt Hall or call
775-2622/2763

I
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Music department on the beat
majors and is doing one theme conBy ANGELA MUSICK
cert per quarter. They will also be
For The Guardian
performing at local high schools.
Pep Band is for all woodwind,
Wright Stale's Music Depart- brass, andquad instruments as well
ment has something to offer all as drumsets and electric bass guistudents this year through a variety tars. Director Shelley Jagow says
of bands and ensembles. Even if "students have lots of i nput regardyou don't sing or play an instru- ing direction, choice of song, spirit
ment, the Music Department would ideas." Given enough future interlike to invite students to come en- est. another Pep Band may be crejoy their performances and support ated to perform at women's games
under student directorship and factheir fellow students.
Bands performing this year in- ulty supervision.
The University Jazz band has
clude Concert Band, Pep Band,
University Jazz Band, and Wind possible plans to record a CD this
year and conductor Karl Sievers
Symphony.
Director of the Pep Band and also entourages students to come
Concert Band, Shelley Jagow said support them at their performances.
The Wind Symphony is a pre"I especially enjoy the diverse experience of backgrounds that the mier group of wind and percussion
students can contribute to the mu- musicians that tours annually. They
perform the finest compositions for
sic making process."
Concert Band is open to all band and wind ensemble.

Conductor David Booth said
"Hie WSU Wind Symphony is
planning to perhaps pursue a tour
in the summer of 2000, with sites
geared tcnativcly towards Japan."
The University Chorus is one
of the largest mixed ensembles for
the state of Ohio with no audition
necessary. This year they will be
performing Holiday in the Heartland conducted by Dr. James Tipps.
He is also conductor of the
University Men's Chorale and the
University Women's Madrigal
Singers. Both groups will be competing with other schools in the
State Music Convention
If you need a few lessons to
sharpen up your voice or instrumental skills.the Music department
offers private lessons by audition
or through the Community Music
Division of the Department of
Music.

Concert Schedule
• Nov. 12 — Chamber Wind Ensemble, Concert Band,
7:30 p.m., Concert Hall.
• Nov. 13 — Wind Symphony, 7:30 p.m., Concert Hall.

• Nov. 20-21 — Holiday in the heartland, 7:30 p.m.,
Shiloh Church, Dayton.
• Nov.-23—University/Community Orchestra, 7:30
f't-Cf'
p.m.. Concert Hall.

:

'

7"

• Nov. 24 — Jazz Band, 7:30 p.m., Concert Hall.
•Dec. 5 — University/Community Orchestra at WSU Fall
Commencement Exercises.

'

• Dec. 9-13 — Madrigal Dinners at WSU Student Union.

WSU theater preview
By FRANK SMITH
For The Guardian

Let go of

SUMMER!

The end of Summer is the BEST TIME TO BUY!
We're clearing out the '98's just in time for the
FALL HIDING WEATHER & BACK TO SCHOOL!

T R E K

•08 800 SDort

Allog
East} to use Grip Shift

SALE 1 0 9 *

S FULL YEARS
of free adjustments
on all new hikes!

reo. '229°"

•90 HARDROCK S p o r t F S
RockShox Indy suspension fork
BuiltforComfortable PerformanceSALE *S99 e# r e g W

STOREWIDE SAVINGS
ON PARTS & ACCESSORIES

HUGE SAVINGS ON '98 MODELS!
101 E. Alex-bell Rd. #191
Cross Pointe Shopping Centre

291-3200

Hurry for best selection! Sale ends Soon!

Wright State University
Theater's 1998-99 season begins
with A Piece of My Heart, directed
by Mary Donahoc.
Last season. A Piece of My
Heart was performed at WSU's
Herbst Theater to a well-recieved
and soid-out audience.
WSU felt that the play deserved
a repeat performance at a larger
theater.
A Piece of My Heart is also
WSU's entry in the American College Theater Festival. Wright State
Theater has won this festival in the
past with 1913: The Great Dayton
Flood.
A Piece of My Heart was
adapted to a play by Shirley Lauro
from the book by Keith Walker, "A
Piece of My Heart: Stories of 26
American Women Who Served in
Vietnam.'' Walker used letters
women left at the Vietnam Memorial in Washington D.C. to create a
story about six women who served
in military and non-military positions during the Vietnam War.
This play is a cathartic look at
an important time in American history and tells of wofBien's unspoken involvement in the Vietnam
War. "It is also about the wonderful ability of human beings to have
compassion during the worst of
times." said Mary Donahoe
A Piece of My Heart runs from
October 15-25.1998 with an added
performance on October 21 at 7
p.m.
The cast for A Piece of My
//rarf features Aaron Stiles. Nicole

Woodmore, Jessica Graves. Sara
Pintor, Brady Jones, Jill Kelly.
Amanda Lainer, and Megan
Midkiff.
After the season opener, the
WSU Theater will present Crazy
for You with music by George
Gershwin (November 12-29 with
an added performance on November 18 at 7 p.m.) as well as the
thriller-4 Few Good Men by Aaron
Sorkin (January 21-31 with an
added performance on January 27
at 7 p.m.).
Through February. WSU Theater brings Arthur Miller's The
Crucible to the stage (February 1828 with an added performance on
February 24 at 7p.m.) before officially ending the 1998-1999 season with the production of
Brigadoon (May 13-30 with an
added performance May 19 at 7:30
p.m.)
Other highlights for the season
include the WSU Dance
Ensemble's production of Dance!
Dance! Dance! which i uns through
March 12-14 and the annual Film
Festival.
Further information and season programs with subscription
(season ticket) order forms are
available at the box office or by
calling (937)775-25(X) Monday
through Friday. Noon - 5 p.m. The
single ticket prices for all performances are $15 adults and $13
students and senior. So far. 2500
subscriptions have been sold and
the number is still rising. This is a
record for Wright State Theater
and the reason for the addition of
Wednesday performances to all of
WSU's productions.
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Stella gets her groove on
By DANIELLE HILL
For The Guardian
Terry McMillan has done it
again; the film version of her nationally acclaimed novel "How
Stella Got Her Groove Back." is
receiving rave reviews.
This movie is a blueprint for
love ffl's stvle.with all the ups and
downs.
It breaks down the barrier between older women and younger
men.
Stella (Angela B^ssett) is a 40
year old successful investor with

everything going for Iter. She has
an incredible career, a beautiful
son aiul a house to die lor
Stella has got it all...except for
a man.
Disgusted with the prospects
for love in theirown country, Stella
and her best friend Delilah (Whoopi
Goldberg) did the best thing they
could think of -they flew to Jamaica.
Their mission: rest, relaxation,
and above all else love. They want
to make sure that they have fun at
all costs.

They found rest and relaxation. but were still lacking in love
until Stella meets Winston
Shakespeare (newcomer Taye
Diggs. in a breakout performance).
Winston is not your average
man; he is tall, dark, intelligent
fine and cra/y about Stella.
He is the best thing to come out
of Jamaica since jerk chicken.
And he's 20 years old.
Life can play cruel jokes sometimes, and Stella seems to he at the
butt of this one.
This fantasy fling starts to
deepen and Stella has to question
her own beliefs on age and love.
Her family does not accept
Winston and sometimes neither
docs Stella.
Her mind tells her that Winston is tooyoung, but her heart tells
her that she is in love.
What is Stella to do? Is true
love knocking at her door, while
she's hiding in the back?
Go on. sell your ENG I0I book
back so you can see for yourself.
Maybe you'll evenfinda groove of
your own.

Hip-hop jubilee

Vibe of Life
Imagine taking everything
you've learned about life and molding it all together in a small, highly
condensed ball. Then imagine
translating this tiny ball of experiences into words and sounds. It'd
be one hell of a crazy sound
wouldn't it? With his debut album,
"Vibe of Life" Reiss releases his
intense sound on the world.
This album, hisfirst,isn't completely subjected to rock star hype.
Not glamorous and glitzy it's just a
little groove to make your hips
move. Reiss slides some brassy
sounding funk in with a few cheesy
background singers to make his
debut colorful.
Barely one word is sung on
"Vibe of Life." Each song breaks
in with rhythm and funk that makes
you feel like the Queen Pimp

Daddy. Reiss tonus a cool groov
and rhyme scheme.
This is music for some groov
ntovin' and dancing. On a scale i
I to 10 I'd give "Vibe of Life "
solid 8.(Hryan Ketling)

ATTENTION
FIRST YEAR
STUDENTS!
The
University Division
Representative to
Student Government
is open. Elections for
this paid position are
10/28. Get involved
and run. See Jason is
Student Liffe| W034
Student Union.

Def Squad

The album carries a wide variety of Def Squad antics and verbal
El Nino
contributions by each member.
The most notable songs on "El
Do you love hip-hop, dope Nino" are "Check Me Out," "Ya'll
rhymes, elevcr metaphors and Ain't Ready," "Say Word," and "Def
original beats?
Squad Dclitc."
Well, your search is over beThe
cause the
o n l y
Def Squad NHR
jB
problem
has finally Wr?
with "El
delivered a ™ jg
Nino" is
full length £
the slack
L. P.
producAfter REDMAN ERICK SERMON KEITH MURRAY
tion. It
piercing
seems
the cars of
thatErick
hungry
Sermon
hip-hop
has i
liends with
found a
features on
solid •
other alsound
bums and
since his
soundtracks,
days of
the trio of
t h
Redman,
"Cross
Keith
Murray, and Erick Sermon have
On a scale of I to 10. El Nino
come to the land of heat and rhymes
irns a solid 1.5.(Tone Diamimdi
with the first release by the Def
Squad entitled "El Nino "

Funky fresh debut
Reiss
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Damon, Norton flush out cast of Rounders
friend who needs Ins help
Creatine intensity and fc in the story are the
complex characters and the actors w ho play them
Feel like a nice friendly game of JohnTurturro, Martin I -and.;iu and John Malkovich
poker? After watching Rounders. provide strong supporting :haracters for the intriJohn Dahl {The
the viewer is left craving a mean catefilmdirected by,
tion).
game of Texas Low-Ball with high IMSI SeducMalkovich
stakes, and lovin' it.
canny abilMatt Damon portrays Mike has an unplacc himMcDermott, a "rounder"-turned- ity to disself
from
law-student whofindshimself back
at the poker tables after his best
friend Worm (Edward Norton) is
released from prison.
A rounder is a player who
knows all the angles and earns his
living at the poker table.
After Worm's release, lie is
approached by small-time hoods
for money he owed before going
inside. McDermott is stuck between
keeping ins promise to his girlfriend. played by first-time actress
Gretchen Mol. and his life-long
By AMY PRYOR
Editor in Chief

before and allows the character to tliri v e i
the plot.Teddy KGB (Malkovich). is dun
becomes McDemioti's antagonist by cli mi: hi
ing a high-stakes game The $30,000 los>
McDt
to give up his card-shark lifestyle and 1 ttle lor a lob
delivery truck driv
thanks to his poker
mentor Joey
Knish (John
Turturro).
Kitli

Callisto Educational Support Programs
Need Volunteers to tutor Dayton area Elementary and Secondary
Students. (Tutoring is conducted at churches and schools in the
Dayton area.)
Subjects Needed:
All levels of math & science. English, History/Social Studies,
Spanish, and French.
Send official sealed transcripts and request application to:
Y v e t t e B e B o l s , M.D.
or
C a | | ( g 3 7 f £43^,227
3 0 2 4 B r l c t w e l l Drive
e-mail ydebols@mic>.net
K e t t e r i n g , OH 4 5 4 2 0

U.N.K.L.E. worth the long wait
background for the past few years
doing re-mixes for Beck, the Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion and
U.N.K.L.E. is James Lavellc others.
U.N.K.L.E. also contributed the
and DJ Shadow Their first fulllength album. "Psyence Fiction" is soundtrack of Richard Linkletter's
song
"Berry Meditation" to the
due out on September 29. on the
Mo Wax/London label. This album 1997 film SuhUrhia.
"Psyence Fiction" is an album
features the vocal and lyrical talents
of The Verve's Richard Ashcroft ready to live up to the anticipation
and
promotion it has been thus far
and Thorn Yorke of Radiohcad.
U.N.K.L.E. has been in the gaining. The song "Lonely Son"

w.e. wxm'*

'Playboy's Top 100 College Bars!'
Every Tuesday:
•$2 Pitchers
•Live Music

By FRANK SMITH
For The Guardian

Every Wednesday:
•Ladies Night
•5 cent drinks for ladies
'til midnight
Every Thurs. and Sat.:
ror more
inrt^^0
Dayton area's Hottest Band^
•Drink specials
(Off Colonel Glenn Hwy.
Just 3 minutes from campus.}

"The Pub Welcomes Back
W.S.U. Students!"

intense man who plays poker strictly
for food and rent money. He is seen
throughout the movie giving advice
to McDcrmott which, much to his
dismay, he cannot take.
Many of the actors prepared for
their roles by playing in real-life
games occurring in and around
the New York area where shooting took place, often losing their
shirts in the process.
Rounders placed first at the
start of the fall movie season with
$8.5 million in sales its first
cekend.
With a cast of Oscar
winners. Matt Damon
for (lurid Will Huminn and Martin
I.andau for Ed Wood
as well as Oscar
nominees. John
Malkov ich for Inihe
Line of hire and Edward Norton for Primal hear. Rounders is
a superblv acted das-

creates a contemplate
an electric vibrancy 1
album's composition!

Friday, September

W.€>. Wxiqbt*ti

features Richard Ashcroft on vocals
overdrums and mixing reminiscent
of DJ Shadow's first album
"Endtroducing...".
AshcroIVs "God knows your
lonely souls... I'm gonna die in a
place that don't know my name.
I'm gonna die in a space that don't
hold my name." on top of DJ
Shadow mixing is a chilling and
hair-raising composition.
"Rabbit in Your Headlight"
features Thom Yorke on vocals
furthering the versatility of
"Psyence Fiction."
The song has a definite
Radiohcad feel to it. yet at the same
time it sounds like .1 wonderful
collaboration of musical talents.
This feeling runs throughout and
is one of the key elements of
"Psyence Fiction."
This album mixes all the

33 Fifth Third Bank

011101 ions

DJ Shado

Admission $6.00 • FREEformuseoraffl«4ei
456 Belmont. Pork North • 223-52%
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'Jitt WRIGHT

SPOT
3913 Colonel Glenn Hwy
Beavercreek, Ohio
Just 3 Minutes from VVSU!

WELCOME BACK
WRIGHT STATE STUDENTS!
12 PACK BOTTLES
HONEY BROWN
RED DOG/MILLER HIGH LIFE
$7.99 + tax
30 PACK CANS
MILLER LITE
$10.99 + tax
$7.49 + tax
M.G.D.
BUD/BUD LIGHT
$7.49 + tax
15 PACK CANS
ICEHOUSE
$7.99 + tax
$7.49 + tax
CORONA
$10.99 + tax C J A L L S A L E PRICES END9/25/98£>
MOLSON
~~

S8.49 + tax

SAM ADAMS
$9.99 + tax
/WW

|*ING|
SIZE
I ^EEVVI

24 PACK CANS
NATURAL LITE
$7.99 + tax
ICEHOUSE
$9.99 + tax
MILLER LITE
$12.99 + t a x
COORS LIGHT
$12.99 + t a x
BUD/BUD LIGHT
$14.99 + t a x

12 PA CK CA NS

$5.99 + tax
(RED DOG/MILLER HIGH LIFE/KEYSTONE LITE)
/K/U

|*ING|

*IZE
| fiEEtt-1

ORTS
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The man behind Wright State Athletics

Mike Cusack is entering his
By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Fditor
As MichacI Cusack prepares
for his 18'" year as Athletic Director, he takes a moment to reflect on
his career at Wright State University. "Being the AD has allowed
me to have many different and rewarding jobs over the years. I feel
like the job has been in waves,"
said Cusack. "First. I was a person
who helped move us from Division
II sports to Division I. After that, I

played on afieldwhich is now the
Student Union parking lot.
At that time, very few people
outside of the Dayton area had
even heard of Wright State.
Fast-forward to 1998 and
Cusack is the head man of a very
successful major-college program.
Cusack has lielped the men's basketball team make the NCAA
Tournament in 1993 and has assisted in the baseball team making
the NCAA's on four occasions.
Also he has had the chance to see
standouts such as golfer Frank
Lickliter. pitcher Brian Anderson
and center Vitaly Potapenko pass
18th year as AD at WSU.
through Raider country.
helped us move to a conference
When asked if he was satisfied
(Mid-Con). Then, the building of with his career so far, Cusack rethe Nutter Center. It's been fun plied, "Not at all." Sure our men's
being in the middle of all that," basketball team made it to the tourCusack explained.
nament in '93, but we want to get
When Cusack arrived in the back there. I want all of our sports
Spring of 1982, he inherited a pro- to dominate the MCC every year,
gram which competed i n 12 varsity then I would be satisfied."
sports, all on the Division II level.
Then the conversation turned
The men's and women's bas- to the popular topic of varsity footketball teams played in the 2,700 ball at Wright State. "Would I like
seat P.E. Building (now the Stu- to see football here? Sure. But it
dent Union bookstore and Multi- isn't up to me. it's up to the stupurpose room), the baseball team dents," said Cusack. "I started

football when I was AD at
Mercyhurst (in '81) so you know
how I feel. The thing about collegiate football is that it's more than
a sport. It' s a social event that needs
a lot of support to succeed. If football excites the student body and
keeps the students on campus, it
works."
"Financially, it's not a problem
at all. We would probably go nonscholarship so you are talking about

students with free tickets toall WSU
sports, including men's basketball,
and now he is pondering even more
ideas to fill the stands.
"Things like free pizza and
coke to anyone who comes to a
basketball game with their lace
painted green and guld. orpossibity
gift cirtificatcs to students who
make half-court sholsduring home
games," said Cusack.
Cusack is a man who wants lo

W

ould I like to see football here?
Sure, but it's not up to me, it's
up to the students "
Michael Cusack
football players coming to this uni- hear ideas from students. Selfversity and paying full-tuition to described as never content, he is
play. Therefore, the only question always looking for improvements.
is how much would the students
Cusack envisions a top-notch
embrace a football program and I athletics program at Wright State
don't know the answer to that at this and understands he cannot do it
time."
alone.
Getting the student body inSo. if you have a gripe, quesvolved with all of Wright State's tion or earth-shattering idea regardsports is at the top of Cusack's ing WSU sports, don't hesitate to
agenda. He has always provided speak up.

Men's soccer wins tournament; Cwiklik named MVP
By DAN STUPP
Sports Writer
The 1998 men's soccer season
started off slowly, but with the help
of two newcomers from Trinidad
and an All-MCC goalie, the Raiders have picked up the pace.
After opening the season with
three straight losses, including
home defeats against Xavier and
Cincinnati, the Raiders have gone
on to win two straight games. The
two victories over Appalachian
State and UNC Greensboro gave
the Raiders a first place finish in
the four team Adidas/ Spartan Classic held at UNC Greensboro.
The standout performer of the
tournament was Wright State senior goalkeeper Dan Cwiklik.
Cwiklik, who was an All-MCC
selection last season was chosen as
the tournament's most outstanding
player after giving up only two
goals all weekend. Both came in
the championship game, a 3-2 victory over UNC Greensboro.
Two other players making an
impact this year have been Marco
Elcock and Travis Sobers who hail
from Trinidad. In the champion-

ship victory over UNC Greensboro, Elcock connected on a quick
shot after a restart to win the game
in overtime and hand UNCG its
first loss of the year.
In the victory over Appalachian
State, Elcock got the assist on a
Sobers goal to give the Raiders a I 0 victory in yet another overtime
game.
The Raiders will compete in
the Cleveland State Tournament
Sept. 18 and 19.
WSU will open tournament play
with Marshall on Friday and play
Miami on Saturday. Both games
will start at 5:00 p.m.
The Raiders return to Dayton to
play cross-town rival UD on Sept.
27 at 1:00 p.m.

fc

JL

Up next:
Cleveland State Tourney
Sept. 18 vs Marshall
5:00 p.m.
Sept. 19 vs Miami

5:00p.m.

Next Home Match:
Sept. 30 vs Ohio State
5:00p.m.

The tight defense of Xavier (above) left Wright State with a 2-1 defeat.
However, the Raiders bounced back with a first place finish in the
Greensboro Tournamnet last weekend

Photo by Mark Mowrey
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Women's soccer kicks
off new season

Raiders split their first four games for a 2-2
mark; set sights on MCC championship
By BRANDY H O L L O N
Sports Writer

With nine seniors returning,
leadership and experience will be
ihe strength behind theWright State
women's soccer team this season.
The Raiders started out the year
with two big wins and two disappointing losses. The team dominated Morehead State with a 7-0
victory in the season opener on
Sept. 3.
The women also pulled together
after twoconsccutivc losses to overcome Miami 2-1.
Head Coach. Scott Rodgers,
commented that his team goals for
the season consisted of. "doing well
in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference as well as excelling in the
MCC tournament."
Last year the women finished
fourth in their conference and advanced to the semi-finals of the
MCC tournament
Rodgers stated that so far this
season, "a lot of class and desire
has been shown, especially in their
performance and victory against
Miami."
The many standouts this year
that Rodgers mentioned include:
senior goalkeeper Amy Toms who Number eight Nicole Marchese and the women's soccer
had eleven crucial saves against team fell one goal short against conference rival Detroit.
Miami; senior sweeper Tina
Stonich who scored an important
goal against Miami; and senior
Jody McCord and junior Taryn
Jones who are two players to look
for in the midfield positions.
With leadership and experience
in their corner, the Raiders have a
positive outlook on the 1998 socBooksellers^-^
Since 1873
cer season.
Your writing can help fight hunger.
The women's soccer team will
Winners of our Short Fiction Contest will be invited to
travel west to take on Wyoming
take part in a reading celebrating Writers Harvest,
Sept. 18 and Air Force Sept. 20.
the nation's largest literary benefit.
Their next home match is on
October 2 when the Raiders host
Short Fiction Contest Rules
MCC foe Wisconsin-Green Bay.
I. All entries must be 2500 words or less and be previously unpublished

•-

New coach, new atJtude
for WSU volleyball team
they would have to maintain for
Saturday. Sept. 12. when they took
on the Marquette Warriors.
As new women's volleyball
The Raiders dropped a heart
coach Joy Mosier continues breaker to Marquette. Wright State
through her tough non-conference was able to take Marquette to five
schedule, the Raiders continue to games (13-15, 15-10, 15-12, 12plug along. Although adjusting to 15. 11-15) but unfortunately fell
a new coach isal way s a formidable short. "We had our chance in the
transition, Mosier feels that the fourth and let it get away fr m us.
team has adjusted well.
We made poor decisions," said
"The team has been open Mosier.
Decisions you cannot make
minded to changes I have made."
when playing against a team with
Mosier said.
Those changes include some the skill level of Marquette. Once
offensiv differences from last year. again Monnes put up the big num"Our offense is more middle hitter bers with 22 kills and 11 digs.
based," said Mosier. Mosier feels Downic provided the backup with
that she has brought a higher de- 17 kills and a game high 20 digs.
gree of discipline to her players
Despite the loss, things arc lookand they have responded well.
ing up for the Raiders. With two
That response wase vident when well played games, the Raiders
the Raiders went into battle with have nothing to hang their heads
Jacksonville State University. Af- about. This is a (cam that lost no
ter a four game skid to open the seniors from a year ago and exseason, the women found their hard pects to improve throughout the
work finally paid off with a three season.
games to zero win. Scores inWright Slate will play Robert
cluded 15-10,16-14. and 15-10 to
finish the match out.senior middle
hitter Carrie Monnes led the way,
as she has all season, with fifteen
kills, closely followed by junior Nlke/HoJo Challenge
Angi Nunnelly putting away four- Sept 18 v« Robert Morris
t e e n kills of her own. Senior Joanna
10:00 p.m.
j Downic and setter Michelle Buck
v« W.Carolina
2 made it happen on defense with six
5:00 p.m.
digs a piece.
Sept. 19 vs Ohio
^
On the big win. Mosier ex12:00 p.m.
o plained. "We were finally able to
2 focus forthecntircgame." A focus
By J O H N WATTS
Sports Writer

Up next:

Look out for complete coverage of
Raider Basketball in THE GUARDIAN

Relax, it's only
Barnes/* Noble your
future we're

work

Up next:
Sept. 18 at Wymoing
6:00 p.m.
Sept. 20 at Air Force
5:00 p.m.

Next Home Match:
Oct. 2 vs Wisc.-Green Bay
4:00 p.m.

2. Do not include your name on ai
Include a separate index card with

talking about.

With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choiQe, we're the chosen leader in
test prep. Just ask anyone who's taken Kaplan. They
can easily be found at a grad school near you.

ir pages of youi submission,
implctc name, address, and

3. Deliver by hand or mail four copies ol your typewrme
the Bcavercreek Barnes & Noble. 2720Towne Drive. Stir
October 10. 199..
idint: a; 7pm on October 29.199X

1 -800-KAP-TEST
www.kaplan.com
'Test names are registered trademarks ot their respective owners

The world leader in test prep
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College Football 98: Who's hot who's not
Buckeyes look worthy of top ranking
out

By DAVID BIUDLE
Sports Editor

f

Thanks to several upsets and a
few outstanding individual performances. the 1998 college football
season is o f f to an exciting start.
Defending co-national champion Michigan heads the list o f
surprises by stumbling out of the
blocks with an 0-2 record. The
Wolverines were clobbered 36-20
by Notre Dame on September 5
and then were beaten 38-28 by
Syracuse the following week
A quarterback controversy is
taewisg SB ABB A r t * * bet*e«s
faster Toen B n i v and freshman
sensation Drew Her.son. Neither
has been able to get the job done to
this point and it w i l l be interesting
to see how that situation irons itself

two Florida State h
also fallen by the
wastcside after an
embarrassi n g 24-7
loss
to
N C. State.
26 year old
quarterback
Chn
Weinke looked less
than
impressive
against the Wolfpack. throw ing for
si* interceptions and less than 200
OBC ieam That has t i v « j i™ M
their preseason hype is die number
one ranked Ohio State Buckeyes
OSU started the season on the road
against then number 11 West Vir-

|

quartcrback
Germaine
has
been
nearly perfect so fat.
throwing for 451
yards with live H>uchdowns and no interceptions. JunrortailKjck Michael Wilcv has also
k « i e i i insrressivt * a h S t rus*.-

David Boston and Dee Miller seem
to be picking right up where they
left off a vear ago as well.
Despite all the talent on (Inoffensive side of the ball. Ohio
State's defense might be the reason
they arc considered the top team in
the land. The Buckeye defense, led
by inside linebacker A n d y
K a t / e n m o y e r and corncrback
Anionic Winfield. will be put to
the test this week against number
19 Missouri and option quarterback Corby Jones.
The best individual perfor-

l'.dw:uds who torched number three
Nebraska for 21 receptions. 405
yards and three touchdowns on
August 29
Tech lost the game 56-27 but
Edwards' performance (the receptions and yards are both N C A A
records) against one ol the tup defensive units in the land will be
remembered for a long timeKentucky junmr quarterback
T i m Couch began his H e r m a n
Trophy campaign with a seven

November 21 That is when Michigan steps mlo Ohio Stadium lor .1
brawl with the Buckeyes. Is this
finally the year Ohio State gets the
maize and blue monkey o l f (licir
back',' Stay tuned.

Golf Team
Update
By D A N STUPP
Sports Writer

The Wrsir'* State gwlf team.

numbers in Head Coach Hal
Mummc's pass-happv offense
Other Heisinan hopefuls who
have played well early on include:
running back Rickv W i l l i a m s
(Texas), and quarterbacks Daunte
Culpepper (Central Florida). Cade
McNown (UCLA), Brock Huard
( W a s h i n g t o n ) and D o n o v a n
McN.-ibb (Syracuse).
Can the fast and exciting pace
o f the first three weeks continue all
season? Let's hope so. Of course,
the biggest question incollegc football will not be answered until

squad fi«unh place finish and a
green squad seventh place finish at
the University of Dayton Fall Invitational at NCR Country Club on
September 11.
Low score for the Raider goiters was an IS hole 71 fired by JoeOsmond of the Gold Squad, which
was good lor (he fifth best individual score o f the tournament.
The Flyers finished first in (he
11 team invitational with a team
score of 285.
The Raiders will next be in action at the 54 hole Murray Stale
Invitational.

It's simple.
If you sit next to someone
every day for five weeks
who paid less for the very same
textbooks you bought,
plus they already have the
important stuff highlighted,
you'll go berserk.

f

I

Hey-buy used textbooks. Don't go berserk.
Where to get the things you need.

With Music by Eleventh Hour
\pex is a hi«h energy, multi-church minis!;-v for
college students and young adults tha( meets
Monday nights at far Hills Church. 5200 far
Hills Avenue in Kettering. For more
information, please call <*>3~) <3-4*3'32.
: " t v . . .-A1.-.-./..'.

" — " ' S .s

WSU ckxhinf & paperbacks
donn & apartment accessories
*

f ^ 7
^ ^ 1

c l ?

Atchool
»irom| carts i

2812 Colonel Glenn Hwy. • Fairbom, O H 45324 • 427-3338
Moo-Thur 8:30-7 Fri 8:30-3 SM 10-5

Email. While there's no chance you'll ever run out of it, there are
it but just can't get to it. Unless, like 20 million other email.us#*
Hotmail is a free service that lets you get your email from any ^
So you can always reach it when you need it.
'-j

you need
Hotmail.
mb access

Corporation.

f
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Cross Country teams off and running
By JOHN WATTS
Sports Writer
The Cross Country team made
a journey to Columbus on September 11 for the Ohio State Scarlet
and Grey Invitational. It was their
second meet of the season.
The men recorded three top
thirty rankings including Adam
Meier, who, placed twelfth

(26.56.6). Kevin Lammcrs placing
twenty-seventh (27.51.0), and Matt
Roessner coming in twenty-eighth
(27:57.1). The team as a whole
recorded a fourth place finish.
On the lady's side it was Emily
Hampshire leading the way for the
Raiders with a twenty-ninth placed
finish (20:52.7). Collectively.
Wright State, who's topfivefinishers were all freshmen, came in

sixth.
"We have put togetherourmost
aggressive and competitive schedule since I have been here," said
Head Coach Mike Baumer. "We
have also been training very hard
this summer and have entered some
meets tired. I think all of that will
help us in the long run. We might
take our lumps early, but when our
big meets roll around, we'll be

Price$
:hooi Needs At

Computers To Fit Any Budget

ready," said Baumer.
Both the men's and women's
cross country teams arc composed
of athletes who are "at Wright State
to get an education first and foremost," said Baumer.
A few of the runners are on full
scholarship, but most arc partial
scholarship athletes or walk-ons.
The next meet will bring the
Raiders home for the Wright State

Invitational in Kettering on Friday
the eighteenth at 5:00 p.m.
This is the only home meet for
the WSU cross country teams this
year.
if you are interested in seeing
the meet, take 1-675 south to exit
10, turn right on Dorothy Lane, left
on Stroop and right on Glengarry.
The race will begin outside of
the Kettering Recreational Center.

Tennis season just
around the corner
The men's and women's
tennis squads hope to build
on their recent success.
Other lettermen returning for
the women's tennis team include:
sophomore All-MCC performer
The Wright Stale tennis teams Kirstcn Bernhardt, seniors Molly
arc prepari ng for another season on Davis and Angali Mathur. junior
Molly Klinkcr and sophomores
the hardcourts.
"We arc going after our eighth Leslie Marcum and Hillary
straight winning season," said Shantcau.
The men's tennis team, coached
Wright Slate University women's
by Herb Foster, also returns sevtennis coach Charlie Painter.
"We are in a unique situation eral players from a year ago. Sebecause we are led by two fresh- nior Darius Prier had a standout
men (Melissa Dunham-Freer and year a season ago. He is joined by
Gloria Montero) but still return our Warren Gavin. Brian Peters. Sean
Vclic andRocky McCorkle.
nucleus from last year."
By ART VANDELAY
For The Guardian
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Raider hoops: Sheinfeld qualifies; Peek does not
Second year coach Ed Schilling's squad prepares for the upcoming season

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor

Sophomore poini guard Brandon Pardon returns to the starting
lineup for Schilling and the RaidWright Slate University men's ers.
Pardon showed outstanding
basketball Head Coach Fd
Schilling got some good and bad maturity and court savvy last seanews last week from the NCAA son as a true freshman.
His job this season is simple.
Clearinghouse.
Schilling learned that pri/e re- Get the ball to the scorers and drain
cruit Mike Peek, a guard from Cin- the occasional three when the decinnati. did not qualify academi- fense collapses.
cally and will attend Schoolcraft
JC this year.
Peek was an All-Ohio performer last year at Woodward high
school and was counted on to prov idc some backcourt depth for the
Raiders this year.
Apparently, the NCAA did not
accept some learning disability
classes that Peek took in high
school.
Peek is hoping to get his academic problems taken care of this
year so he can play next season for
the Raiders.
The good news was that 6' 10"
Israel Sheinfeld from Tel Aviv.
Israel did qualify and will suit up
for the Raiders this season.
"He (Sheinfeld) will definitely
help us inside this vear. Despite his
si/e. he is more of a forward than a
center and he has some good skills,"
said Schilling.
Sheinfeld is considered a raw,
undeveloped player by recruiting
experts but is thought to have a
great deal of potential.
He has not played a lot of organized basketball (Israeli National
Junior Team) but will have four
years of eligibility at Wright State.
The men's basketball team will
turn to a couple of seniors for leadership this year.
Guard Keion Brooks and 6'9"
center Inus Norville will be looked
upon by Schilling toearry the young
team.
Brooks is a two time AU-MCC
selection and will play both guard
spots this year.
Norville begins his first year in
a Raider uniform after transferring
from UMass two years ago.
He will have to fill the shoes of
departed center Thad Burton who
led the MCC in rebounding a season ago.
Norville is considered a better
scorer and shot-blocker than Burton and should enjoy playing in the
center-thin MCC.
Senior forward Shcrm Curry
brings an athletic style of play to
the table for the Raiders.
Curry will start at the three spot
and is expected to give WSU some
scoring punch when Brooks and
Norville struggle.

(>'5" junior college transfer
Kevin Melson will get some quality time this season for WrightState.
Melson was a big scorer at
Schoolcraft JC a year ago.
Junior shooting guard Steve
Ycaglc will be one of Schilling's
top substitutes this year.
Yeagle is known as a good outside shooter and is not afraid to pull
the trigger when the pressure is on.

His best game in college came
in last year's MCC tournament
when he came off the bench to
score eight points, helping the Raiders upset UIC.
Seven-foot sophomore Bruno
Petersons will see much more action than he did a year ago.
Petersons was a bit tentative
last season as a freshman, but a
year under his belt should help

• • • • •
—Morningstar ratings for
the CREF Global Equities Account,
CREF Equity Index Account,
and CREF Growth Account*

him.
Sophmore forward Ryan Grose
is another player that could see a
great deal of time off the bench this
year.
Grose can do it all and is especially a good shooter for a man his
size.
Rounding out the roster are
freshman guards Marcus May and
Louis Holmes.
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Home run record shattered; chase is still on

By DAVE SEAMAN
For The Guardian

After 37 years, one of the hardest feats in sports has been broken,
twice.
St. Louis Cardinals first
baseman Mark McGwire broke

Roger Maris' 37 year-old single hit was hit into an area when
season home run record of 61 hom- fans were and a grounds member
ers in one season.
of the Cardinals organization reMcGwire tied Maris' record on turned the ball to McGwire after
Labor Day and hit number 62 off the game.
Chicago Cubs righthanded pitcher
Major League Baseball did not
Steve Trachsel on Sept. 8.
want to stop the game, but CardiLuckily the ball that.McGwire nals fans gave McGwire a 13
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minute standing ovation after thi
ball was hit.
McGwire was so excited that
he accidentally missed first base
and had to take a step back to hit I he
first base bag.
Cubs right fielder Sammy Sosa.
who is also chasing the record, ran
in from the outfield to congratulate
McGwire on his feat.
The following day. McGwire
donated his entire game outfit, bat
and the ball to the Baseball Hall of
Fame in Coopcrstown, NY.

Baseball 1998:
Playoffs just
around the corner

AOR
AOR
R&B
R&B
R&B
R&B

Call 775-5555 for requests.

The Great College
Drive-In Movie

Yankees, Braves, Astros,
Indians and Padres are in;
Cubs, Mets, Angels,
Rangers, Red Sox and Blue
Jays hope to be.
By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor

[Wed., S e p t . 1 6
@Dusk
Under the Water Tower
Spoil*, D r e d b y

Union Activities Board,
Residential Community Association,
a n d The Guardian

McGwire would only stay atop
the National League m hoineruns
for five days because Sosa caught
up u> him and hit his 61 st and 62nd
home run on Sept. 13.
McGwire rebounded from a 3lor-18 slump since hitting number
62 on Sept. 8 to hit a pinch-hit
homer in the ninth inning last night
off Pittsburgh's Jason Christiansen.
It was McGwire's record 63rd
home run. a 385 foot drive to leftcenter field and his sixth career
pinch homer.

The long ball has taken center
stage this year in Major League
Baseball and rightfully so. However. there are still several teams
who are cither preparing for the
postseason or fighting to get there.
The New York Yankees, who
long ago clinched a playoff birth,
have focused their attention at breaking the 1906 Cubs record for most
wins in a season (116).
The Yankees do not have that
one superstar cn their team, just a
host of outstanding players that get
the job done each night.
Since the Houston Astros picked
up Randy Johnson from the Mariners on July 31. they have overtook
the Atlanta Braves for best record in
the National League.
Johnson is 8-1 since joining the
Astros.
The Braves still have an outstanding pitching staff, but their offensive production has not been as
potent as it has in recent years.
They are still considered the team
of the 90's. but keep in mind they
have only won a single World Series title this decade.
The Cleveland Indians will win

the American League Central
crown for thefifthconsecutive year.
How far they can go in the
playoffs will depend on theiryoung
pitching staff led by BartoloColon
and Jaret Wright.
The Padres seem to be the forgotten team in the NL and could
sneak up on someone come October.
Greg Vaughn seems headed for
50 home runs and Kevin Brown is
having another stellar season on
the mound.
The Chicago Cubs, led by
Sammy Sosa, arc hoping for their
first trip to the playoffs since 1989.
They will have to hold off the
New York Mets. led by catcher
Mike Piazza, who sit only a game
behind them in the NI. wildcard
race.
The AL wildcard has come
down to the Boston Red Sox verses
line Toronto Blue Jays.
The Red Sox had a huge lead
over the Jay s at one point, but thanks
to pitcher Roger Clemens and a
recent 11 game winning streak.
Toronto has a chance.
Thefinalrace in baseball comes
from the AL West and is between
the Anaheim Angels and Texas
Ransers.
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POSSIBLE
-800-218-9000
listings.

MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break "99 Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSION - LOWEST
PRICES
NO COST TO YOU
Travel FREE including food, drink &
non-slop parties!!!
WORM) CLASS VACATIONS
1998 STUDENT TRAVEL
PLANNERS "TOP PRODUCER"
1-800-222-4432
Part-time position distributing
advertising materials on campus. No
selling involved. All materials provided
free of charge. I-8OO-YOUR-JOB.
www.acmnet.com/postering/

? » " ' 1 " •'

'• ' •"

Childcare needed in my house. I work
and need help a few nights a week. We
live 10 minutes from WSU, Beavcrcreek.
We need someone right away. Please call

PT work available.
Flexible scheduling.
S7,2S/hr. tostan:
Must be reliable & hard working.
For housekeeping position.
Males strongly encouraged to apply.
Only serious minded people need
apply.
Please contact Doug or Joan at 463-

PT Straight Truck Driver. No CDL
Required. Flexible schedules. You tell us
what days you can work Weekend Work
Available. No Lifting, No Touching
Freight. Must Be 23 Years Old or Older
w/Clean Driving Record. S9 00 Per Hour
Fas
Resume
to937-43i-l560.

TRAVEL

Spring Break Travel was I of 6 small
businesses in the USrecognizedby Better
Business Bureaus for outstanding cihics in
the marketplace! spnnghrcaktravcl com
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 - 6 3 86
Eary Spring Break Specials' Bahamas Party
Cruise' 6DaysS279! Includes Most Meals!
Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Departs
From Florida! 1998 BBB Award Winner'
springbreaktravel.com
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 - 6 3 8 6

GO WSU BRAIDERS!

Early Specials' Cancun & Jamaica' 7
Nights Air & Hotel From $399' Includes
Free Food. Drinks. Parties' 1998 Better
Business Bureau Award Winner'
springbreaktravelcom
I - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 - 6 3 86

Early .Specials' Panama City! Room With
Kitchen 5129' Includes 7 Free Panics'
Day tona 5149! New Hotspot-South Beach
SI 29'
Cocoa
Beach
S 1 4 9 ! s p r in g b r e a k t r a v e l . c o m
1 - 8 0 0 - 6 7 8 - 6 3 8 6
SPRING BREAK '99
Cancun o r Jamaica From $399
Reps wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed'"
Info: Call 1-800-446-8355
wwv r-sunbrea ks.com

MAKE EASY MONEY' GOON SPRING
BREAK FOR FREE! USA Spring Break
offers C'aneun, Bahamas, Jamaica, and
Florida packages, and is currently
accepting applications for campus sales
representatives. Call I-888-SPRINGB
R
E
K
Spring Break '99-SellTrips,Earn Cash.
& GO FREE!!! Student Travel Services
is now hiring campus reps/group
organizers. lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico & Florida. Call 1-800-648-4849.

ABORTIONS TO 24 WEEKS
Private Medical Practice
Low Fees-Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED CENTER 293-3917
Internet: www.Rynpages.cnm/niedplu'

penniesontl. Delinquent Tan. Repo's.
KEO's. Your Area. Toll Free I -800-2189000 Ext. H-8253 for currentlistings
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Corvettes.
Also, Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-8253 for

CIMMARON WOODS. WALK TO
CAM PI !S.2-STORY TOWNHOUSE,
FIREPLACE, CENTRAL HEAT/AIR.
WASHER/DRYER.
BLINDS
FURNISHED.
1.5
BATHS.
DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE,
TENNIS, FREE PARKING,PATIO/
SHED. OFFICE: 1396 CIMARRON,
0
I

CHECK OUT
OPERATION MOB
MONDA YS IN THE RAT
ON THE 21ST!!!!

SI 250
FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other
groups doing it, now it's your turn.
One week is all it takes.
NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation. Call for
information today.
1-800-932-0528 x 65.
xmconcepts.com

FREF.
CASH
GRANTS!
College. Scholarships. Business. Medical
bills. Never Repay. Toll Free 1-800-2189000
Ext.
G-8253

Start your own fraternity! Zeta Beta
Tau is looking fur men to start a new
chapter. If you arc interested in academic
success, a chance to network, and an
opportunity to make friends in a nonpledging
brotherhood,e-mail
zbt @ zbtntational.orgor call Mike Simon
at 3 1 7 - 3 3 4 - 1 8 9 8 .

1ST 25 WORDS
NON-STUDENT
STUDENT
ADDITIONAL 25 WORDS

WSU PHARMACY
Located in the Lobby of
the Frederick White Center
HOURS:
Monday - Friday
9:00am - 5:30pm

1

PHONE: 775-4850
FAX: 775-2167
(CONSTRUCTION IS COMPLETE! Patient Parking in f r o n t of Fred White
with easy access through rear of building.)
ALSO LOCATED IN FRED WHITE*:
Family Practice
X3393
Internal Medicine/Pediatrics
X7375
Dermatology
X3373
(*all practices accepting new patients)

a

a

$5.00
52.00
51.00

xesnar
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COMICS
KING CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Blind as 8 Crotchety
12 Traditional
tales
13 Copper
head
component
IS Aspirin's
target

43 Looking
(or a right
47 "Love
50 Paie ha.se
51 Queue
52 Vicinity
53 Basin
accessory
54 Ovine
remark
55 Luminary

otaL

2 0 ROOM'S

21 Midafter22 Apiece
23
Foolish
Things...''
30 Massage
31 Speed

38 Freudian
concept
39 Madam s
mate
40 Toaster's
word

2 Gravy
server
3 Pavnfutti
4 Kafelnikov s fcime
5 Fjia's
nephe*
6 Do what
you re told
Drenched
8 Baseless
rumor

molding
11 Sailors
.7 Still
19 "Trivial
Pursuit
need

WAT WAS HE.
THINKING?...

AREVOU SURS WE'Rt NJM.?!"

NUTTER CENTER
NOW HIRING
TECH CREW
FLEXIBLE HOURS • GOOD PAY
Duties include setting u p a r e n a for basketball
ga m e s , hockey games, a n d concerts!!

For more info call Jeff or
Mark at 775-4733

22 Baby food
23 Numerical
prefix
24 Vandal
25 "Chicago
lynctst
26 One of
LBJ s dogs
27 Youngster
28 Prior night
29 Despondent
preserve
34 Conductor
35 Look lasciviously
output
39 The "a"
sound in
"ago. for
instance
40 Ump s call
41 Recognize
43 Portico of
old
44 Red »ine
45 Enuray
46 Calendar
48 &
\i heelerdealer

Your Horoscope
by Natasha
A R I E S (March
April 19) You w o n ' t e x a c t l y
be pleased with a friend
w h o k e e p s y o u w a i l i n g in
t h e w i n g s . "The u n r e l i a b i l i t y
o f o t h e r s is a d e f i n i t e c o n c e r n in g e n e r a l . T h e w e e k end favors romance and
cultural interests.
T A U R U S (April 2 0 to
M a y 20) There could be a
f e w false starts b e f o r e y o u
get a handle o n a current
assignment. Concentration
may be difficult to achieve
u n t i l l a t e in t h e w e e k . B y
week's end. though, you've
managed
to
accomplish
much.
G E M I N I (May 21 to
J u n e 2 0 ) You m a y stall f o r
more
time
rather
than
answer someone's question
right n o w . T r y t o b e o n t i m e
for
appointments.
After
d a r k is y o u r b e s t t i m e f o r
fun pursuits and get-togethe r s this w e e k .
C A N C E R (June 21 to
July 22) It's just not a g o o d
week for shopping or financ i a l t r a n s a c t i o n s in g e n e r a l .
S o m e o n e c o u l d try to sell
you
a
bill
of
goods.
Studying and bookkeeping
are favored for the weekend.
L E O (July 2 3 to A u g u s t
2 2 ) A m i x - u p in appointment? could occur n o w or
s o m e o n e fails to r e t u r n y o u r
c a l l . C o n f u s i o n s m a k e it
hard
to c o n f i r m plans,
though things improve for
the better eventually. A
weekend of f u n socializing
eases your stress.
V I R G O (August 23 to
September 22) Unexpected
developments
at
home
could cut into time you had
p l a n n e d to s p e n d at j o b pursuits. Still, y o u ' l l m e e t w i t h
a bona
fide
chance to
improve i n c o m e and status.
D o n ' t pass this opportunity
by.
L I B R A (September 2 3 to
O c t o b e r 2 2 ) Y o u m a y find
t h e b e h a v i o r o f a c l o s e tie
somewhat
bewildering.
Singles should be wary ol
insincere types. Get-togethcrs with friends are favored

S C O I O - I O (October 23
to N o v e m b e r 2 1 ) You m a y
not accomplish as much as
y o u ' d like o n the j o b this
week.
Distractions
and
escapist tendencies need
watching. The
weekend
f a v o r s q u i e t p u r s u i t s at
home.
S A G I T T A R I U S
( N o v e m b e r 2 2 to D e c e m b e r
2 1 ) Lines of communication between you and a
c l o s e tie c o u l d be g a r b l e d .
Still, the a c c e n t is o n f u n
a n d e n t e r t a i n m e n t in g e n e r al. Y o u will be p r o u d o f a
child's accomplishments.
C A P R I C O R N
( D e c e m b e r 22 to January
19)
Though
you'll
be
pleased with your progress
o n the j o b now and delighted with the potential for
increased income, be wary
of those w h o take advantage in financial transactions. A potential business
transaction needs further
research before making a
commitment.
A Q U A R I U S (January 20
t o F e b r u a r y 18) T h e r e a r e
liable to b e c h a n g e s in plans
a n d m i x - u p s in c o m m u n i c a tions now. Other people
cither are a m b i g u o u s or not
telling the truth. C o u p l e s ,
however, understand each
other
and
romance
is
r e n e w e d this w e e k e n d .
P I S C E S ( F e b r u a r y 19 t o
M a r c h 20) You seem to be
t o r n in t w o d i r e c t i o n s t h i s
week.
Both career and
h o m e d e m a n d your attention at the s a m e time. B y
the
weekend,
however,
y o u ' l l b e able to spend
relaxing times with family.
O 199a King F c a i u n u S y n d - Inc.

Answers to
King Crossword

mirinr ins irtihrnd

ATTENTION WSU STUDENTS!
Join your fellow students and alumni
for a men's soccer game!

,'«) WSU vs. UD $

WOMEN'S CENTER
Wright State University
060 Rike Hall
Sponsored By: The WSU Alumni Association
937-775-4524
The Women's Center
When:
September 27,1998 at 1:00 p.m.
serves as Wright State
Where:
Baujan Field at UD
University's central
How:
For more information call
contact for resources
775-2620
and support for
women on campus and
in the surrounding
RESERVE TICKETS BY September 22, 1998
area.
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WEEK
SEPTEMBER 16 - 19, 1 9 9 7
Activites for the
First Day of Class
8:30am - 5:00pm
Clothing, Jeweliy, and Poster Sales, Etc. on the
Quad, sponsored by the Student Union
8:30am - 5:00pm
Student Health Insurance Enrollment in 067
Allyn, sponsored by Student Health Services
9:00am - 10:30am
Come See What's New...Besides Our Name!
Ofiice of Student Lite, W034 Student Union

2^

11:30am-1:00pm
Lunchtime Concer featuring "Dead Dogs",
Student Union Atrium

Noon
The Wright Search Resume Referral Orientation.
Career Services, 126 Allyn Hall
1:00pm
First Guardian of the Year/Welcome Week Issue,
Guardian bins throughout campus
1:00pm - 3:00pm
Feel the Power of Rugby, WSU Rugby Football
Team on the Quad

is

Activites for Thursday
September 17
8:30am - 5:00pm
Clothing, Jewelry, and Poster Sales, Etc. on the
Quad, sponsored by the Student Union
8:30am - 5:00pm
Student Health Insurance Enrollment in 067 Allyn,
sponsored by Student Health Services
9:00am
The Wright Search Resume Referral Orientation,
Career Services, 126 Allyn Hall

10:00am - 2:00pm
WWSU on the Quad
11:00am -1:00pm
College ot Engineering and
Computer Sciences Carnival,
Russ Engineering Center
Lobby

Under the Water Tower-Drive In(Sit-in) Movie,
sponsored by UAB/RCA

1:00pm - 5:00pm
Immunization Updates, Student
Health Sen/ices in 067 Allyn Hall

1:00pm - 5:00pm
Women's Center Open House, 060 Rike Hall
3:00pm
University Convocation, Student Union Multipurpose Room

3:00pm - 5:00 pm
Welcome Reception-You Fit With Us!, sponsored
by the College of Education and HUman
Services in the ERC Lobby, 244 Millett

10:00am - 2:00pm
Commuter Appreciation Days in the Student Union
Atrium, sponsored by Student Life
10:00am - 2:00pm
Public Safety Slide Show/Commuter Appreciation
Days in the Student Union Atrium, sponsored by
Public Safety
11:30am - 1:00pm
Fitness Frenzy/Fitness Center Grand Opening in
the Student Union Atrium, sponsored by Campus
Rec and the Student Union
Noon - 4:00pm
Pick-up Football on the Quad, sponsored by Beta
Theta Pi and Phi Sigma Phi
1:00pm - 5:00pm
Immunization Updates, Student Health
Services, 067 Allyn Hall

8:30am - 5:00pm
Student Health Insurance Enrollment in 067 Allyn,
sponsored by Student Health Services
10:00am - 4:00pm
FALL FEST on the Quad, sponsored by the
Student Union
10:00am - 4:00pm
WWSU at Fall Fest on the Quad
10:00am/Noon/2:00pm/5:00pm/7:00pm
Nike/Howard Johnson Challenge Volleyball
Tournament in the EJ Nutter Center,
sponsored by Athletics
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1:00pm - 5:00pm
Immunization Updates, Student Health
Services in 067 Allyn Hall

Activites for Saturday
September 19
10:00am/Noon/2:00pm/5:00pnV7:00pm
Nike/Howard Johnson Challenge Volleyball
Tournament in the EJ Nutter Center, sponsored by
Athletics
6:30pm
Volleyball Fan Feast! in the McLin Gym in the EJ
Nutter Center, sponsored by Athletics
9:00pm -1:00am
Residence Halls Opening Events in the Woods and
Hamilton Living/Learning Center, sponsored by
Residence Services

6:30pn
Just Say "HI," WSU on the Quad, sponsorei
by UA9, ICC, Phi Beta Sigma, and SG
9:00pm
First Residential Community Association Meeting

Activites for Friday
September 18
8:30am - 5:00pm
Clothing, Jewelry, and Poster Sales. Etc. on the
Quad, sponsored by the Student Union
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